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India has for the first time
overtaken the US in regis-

tering the second-highest daily
Covid-19 cases in the world as
it reported 88,641 new infec-
tions, and 711 fatalities in the
last 24 hours, taking the case-
load to above 1.23 crore and
1,64,139 deaths.

The Government took
exception that the 11 States —
Maharashtra, Punjab,
Karnataka, Kerala,
Chhattisgarh, Chandigarh,
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh,
Tamil Nadu, Delhi and
Haryana — have not suitably
enforced containment activities
and there was a need to use the
Police Act, Disaster
Management Act, and other
legal and administrative pro-
visions for imposing penalties

on defaulters to curb the surge
in cases.

According to the Health
Ministry, these 11 States have
contributed 90 per cent of
Covid cases, 90.5 per cent of
deaths in 14 days till March 31,

and have crossed or close to
crossing their early reported
peaks last year.

The highest jump in cases
came on the day India widened
its vaccination ambit to cover
those above 45 with more than

36.7 lakh Covid-19 vaccine
doses being administered, the
highest single-day coverage till
now. The cumulative number
of Covid-19 vaccine doses
administered in India has
crossed 6.87 crore, according to
the Union Health Ministry.

In view of the rising coro-
navirus cases in the country,
Cabinet Secretary Rajiv Gauba
on Friday chaired a high-level
review meeting with focus on
11 such States/UTs, which are
reporting a high rise in daily
cases and daily mortality
because of Covid-19 in the last
two weeks.

The officials expressed
concern that Tier 2 and Tier 3
cities along with peri-urban
areas have recorded recent
high rise in cases with the
infection spreading from these
areas to the rural areas which

could overwhelm the weak
health infrastructure.

As per the meeting,
Maharashtra, Punjab and
Chhattisgarh were among 11
States to be categorised as
“States of grave concern” due to
high and rising daily cases and
higher daily deaths. 

Continued on Page 2
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Even as Home Minister Amit
Shah on Friday claimed in

Cooch Behar in North Bengal
that Mamata Didi’s defeat from
Nandigram is certain, the
Trinamool Congress vehe-
mently refuted claims that the
Chief Minister was preparing
to file nomination from some
other constituency after having
sensed her defeat from
Nandigram.

Mamata is contesting
against former protégé-turned-
BJP-nominee Suvendu
Adhikari. The high-voltage
polling for Nandigram ended
on Thursday.

Mamata attacked Prime
Minister Narendra Modi for
“making false statements.”

She told a rally on Friday,
“I am not your party member
that you will suggest that I con-
test from another seat. I have
contested from Nandigram and
will win from there… We are
not your party’s members that

you will control us …”
TMC Rajya Sabha member

Sukhendu Shekhar Roy said,
“We want to make it clear that
there is no question of
Trinamool Congress president
Mamata Banerjee contesting
from anywhere other than
Nandigram and she is not con-
testing from any other seat.”

Modi had on Thursday
told an election rally at
Uluberia north-west of Kolkata
that there are whispers in the

air that Mamata Didi is plan-
ning to file nomination from
some other seat after having
sensed defeat in Nandigram…

“Didi O Didi is there any
truth in the rumour that you
are going to contest from some

other seat… Like those in
Nandigram the people else-
where too are waiting to give
you an answer,” he said.

Referring to Mamata leav-
ing her home seat Bhowanipore
in South Kolkata, he said, “Didi
left Bhawanipore to go to
Nandigram. Then she realised
her mistake … so much so that
she was forced to camp in
Nandigram for three days.”

Immediately after the
Prime Minister’s statement
conjectures were made on the
Chief Minister’s possible filing
of nomination from Murarai in
Birbhum district or Kolkata
Port seat in Kolkata from where
her close aide and senior
Bengal Minister Firhad Hakim
is contesting. 

Continued on Page 2
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Amid the uproar over the
use of a car registered in

the name of the wife of Assam
BJP MLA Krishnendu Paul to
transport an EVM, the Election
Commission of India (ECI) on
Friday suspended six officials,
including four polling person-
nel and the presiding officer of
Ratabari (SC) Assembly con-
stituency in Assam and ordered
an enquiry into the incident. 

“The special general
observer in its report has stat-
ed that there is otherwise no
deliberate or malafide intention
in the incident aimed to disrupt
the polling process. Action is to
be taken against armed escort
officer for leaving behind the
stranded polling party and not
ensuring their safe arrival at the
destination,” the EC said.

The EC also issued a fac-
tual report on the incident
saying though the polled EVMs
comprising Balloting Unit,
Control Unit and VVPAT was
found to be with its seal intact
without any damage and all the
items were deposited in the
strong room, the EC decided to

do a re-poll at the concerned
polling booth in Ratabari
(SC)as extra precaution.

To prevent the polling team
from being assaulted in
Karimganj by a mob which
alleged that the electronic vot-
ing machine was being taken
for tampering the police resort-
ed to firing in the air to bring
the situation under control.  

A senior Assam journalist
had shared a video of the inci-
dent and it went viral on social
media.

Continued on Page 2
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The DMK on Friday lashed
out at the Central

Government over “searches” by
Income Tax officials at the res-
idence of party chief MK
Stalin’s daughter Senthamarai
in Chennai and alleged it has
a “political objective.”

Stalin said while he would
face “pressures,” cadres should
continue to focus on field work
to secure victory for the party
in the April 6 Assembly polls.

In a statement, he cau-
tioned partymen to not get
diverted due to “diversionary”
action like raids or “false pro-
paganda” of the ruling
AIADMK and its allies.

Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi tweeted, saying “raid-
ing the Opposition is BJP’s cop-

ing mechanism when facing
electoral defeat.”

Addressing a poll cam-
paign at Jayamkondam, Stalin
said his party would not be
frightened or worried by such
searches.

“We will not be worried
about it. Conduct more search-
es,” he said, adding his party
would only be energised more
by such raids. 

Continued on Page 2
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Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on

Friday isolated herself after
her husband Robert Vadra
tested positive for Covid-19.

In a video message, she
said she has been exposed to
coronavirus and is according-
ly isolating herself.

She also announced the
cancellation of her poll cam-
paign in Assam on Friday, in
Tamil Nadu on Saturday and in
Kerala on Sunday.

Priyanka has been cam-
paigning for the Congress can-
didates in Assam, Tamil Nadu
and Kerala, though she has not
campaigned in West Bengal.

“I have been exposed to the
coronavirus. Although I have
tested negative yesterday, the
doctors have advised that I self
isolate for a few days,” she said
in a video message.

“Unfortunately, I have to
cancel the programme that
were scheduled for me for the
Assam campaign today and for
Tamil Nadu tomorrow and
Kerala, day after tomorrow,” she
also said.

Continued on Page 2
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The Maharashtra
Government on Friday

announced night curfew from
6 pm to 6 am in Pune for seven
days beginning from Saturday,
even as the “active” cases
jumped to an alarming 70,851.

On a day when Pune
recorded 9,126 fresh infections
and 30 more deaths, the deci-
sion to impose night curfew in
Pune from 6 pm to 6 am for
seven days was taken at a
meeting chaired by
Maharashtra Deputy Chief
Minister Ajit Pawar.

In a related development,

Maharashtra recorded a new
high of 47,913 fresh infec-
tions, while 481 more people
died of the pandemic in vari-
ous parts of the State. 

Talking to media persons
after the review meeting, Pune
Divisional Commissioner
Saurabh Rao said during the
night curfew period, restau-
rants, bars, malls and religious
places will be closed. However,
restaurants have been allowed
to provide food parcel and
delivery services until 10 pm.

Rao said it had been decid-
ed to take some measures keep-
ing in mind the goal of causing
minimal hassle to citizens. “We

have chosen measure that will
help us slow down the spread
of the virus. A golden mean
was settled upon,” he said,

Rao said during the next
seven days, the authorities
would not allow any social, cul-
tural or political events, except
marriages and last rites. 

“For last rites, a maximum
of 20 persons will be allowed
and for marriages the limit will
be 50... We have started an
aggressive vaccination cam-
paign. We will continue it to
increase the daily vaccinations
till we record 1 lakh vaccina-
tions a day,” he said.

In a related development,
Pune district — which contin-
ues to be the worst-affected
city-district in Maharashtra -
on Friday saw the total number
of cases increase from 5,44,287
to 5,53,413, while the total
number of deaths in Pune rose
from 8,343 to 8,373.

Continued on Page 2
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Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on Friday

said Delhi is encountering the
fourth wave of Covid-19 but
there is no need for imposing
another lockdown in the city.

Delhi recorded 3,594 fresh
Covid cases on Friday, the
highest daily count this year,
while 14 more people died due
to the infection, taking the
death toll to 11,050, according
to the city health department.

In an emergency meeting
called at his residence, he said,
“If there is a need for a lock-
down in the future, a decision
will be taken after consultation.
The fourth wave is less serious
than the previous ones as there
are fewer numbers of deaths
and hospitalisations this time.”

Kejriwal suggested the
Centre should lift the 45+ age
bar for vaccination to pave the
way for mass inoculation.

“If the Centre allowed vac-
cination at non-healthcare
facilities like schools, immu-
nisation be undertaken on a
war footing to check the spread
of the virus,” he said.

Continued on Page 2
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Of the more than 18 million
AstraZeneca coronavirus

vaccine doses administered in
Britain, only around 30 cases of
blood clots were reported,
British regulators have said.

The new number of cases
is 25 more than what was
reported last month.

Britain’s Medicines and
Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
on Thursday described the
risk of blood clots associated
with the vaccine as “very
small,” dpa news agency
reported. As of March 24, a
total of 22 cases of cerebral vein
thrombosis and eight other
types of thrombosis had been
reported, the agency said.

Another document from
the authority listed a total of 24

cases of cerebral vein throm-
bosis, without providing details
about the discrepancy.

“On the basis of this ongo-
ing review, the benefits of the
vaccines against Covid-19 con-
tinue to outweigh any risks and
you should continue to get your
vaccine when invited to do so,”
the Britain’s Medicines and
Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency said.

In total, more than 31 mil-
lion people in Britain have
received the first dose of the
vaccination, more than 18 mil-
lion of them with AstraZeneca.

The number of cases has
improved significantly, with
the seven-day incidence figure
at 55 per 1,00,000 inhabitants.

Two Covid-19 vaccines,
Pfizer/BioNTech and Oxford
University/AstraZeneca, are
currently being used in the UK.
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Ahigh-level Trinamool
Congress delegation on

Friday lodged a complaint
with the Election Commission
and asked it to ensure the
Central forces deployed in the
elections acted in an impartial
manner.

The team was led by for-
mer Union Minister Yashwant
Sinha, who recently joined
the TMC, senior Bengal
Minister Subroto Mukherjee
and Trinamool MP Dola Sen.

Referring to the complaint
lodged with Chief Electoral
Officer Aariz Aftab, the TMC
leaders said that the
“Commission is duty-bound to
conduct the elections impar-
tially and we have reminded
them of its duty.”

Echoing the statements
made by Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee from
Nandigram on Thursday,
Sinha said, “We have told the
ECI that the role of Central
forces has not been impartial
in many booths in the first two
phases… It was seen that in
many places the BJP support-

ers were being allowed to vote
while the TMC voters were
being simply shooed away…
There have been incidents of
violence and attacks on our
party supporters by BJP but
proper action was not taken.
We have appealed to the
Commission to ensure that
such incidents do not recur in
the next six phases.”

Mamata had on Thursday
attacked Union Home
Minister Amit Shah for influ-
encing the CAPF and the ECI
hampering the free and fair
nature of the elections. He too
referred to the Home Minister
alleging that he was pulling the
strings from Delhi to prejudice
the election process.

Saying that the way the
ECI was conducting itself was
unprecedented, Mukherjee
said, “I have seen elections for
the last 50 years. (But) I have
never witnessed such blatant
interference in the election
process by the Government in
Delhi before,” asserting
“despite the biased approach of
the Central forces, Mamata
Banerjee will win the elections
from Nandigram.”
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Khargone (MP): As a warning
against breaking the Covid-19
mask rule, the authorities in
Madhya Pradesh’s Khargone
district set up two temporary
jails on Friday to confine vio-
lators. Violators will be lodged
in these facilities for at least six
hours and all Covid-19 norms
will be followed, it was stated.

One of the temporary jails
was set up at a dharamshala to
confine persons found without
masks, a police station in-
charge Prakash Vaskale said.
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New Delhi: The Election
Commission on Friday barred
Assam Minister and BJP leader
Himanta Biswa Sarma from
campaigning for 48 with
immediate effect for allegedly
making threatening remarks
against Bodoland People’s Front
chief Hagrama Mohilary.
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The final poll percentage
for the  second phase of

assembly polls in Assam is
80.96 per cent, 1.03 per cent
more than the first phase total
of 79.93 per cent, election offi-
cials said on Friday.

The voting percentage was
mentioned as 77.21 per cent at
the end of polling Thursday
but as per the updated figure
it has increased to 80.96 per
cent.

A total of 39 constiruencies
had gone to vote in the second
phase of polling the previous
day.

In the second phase, 81 per
cent of the total 37,34,537
male electorate and 80.94 per
cent of the 36,09,959 females
and 5.9 per cent of the 135
third gender voters exercised
their franchise.The highest
percentage of 85.71 per cent
was registered in Mangaldoi
and Katigora constituencies,
followed by 85.59 per cent in
Katlcherra while the lowest of
73.89 per cent was recorded at
Karimganj (North), followed
by 74.03 in Lakhipur and 74.55
per cent in Silchar.

The women recorded the
highest of 87.43 per cent in

Jamunamukh, followed by
84.91 per cent in Mangaldoi
and 84.43 in Katigora while the
lowest turnout was reported
from Silchar with 73.65 per
cent, 74.62 per cent from
Karimganj (North)and 74.92
from Lakhipur.

In the first phase, women
electors outnumbered men by
exercising 76.07 per cent of the
total 40,32,481 female elec-
torate while 75.79 per cent of
the 40,77,210 male voters and
11.29 per cent of the 124 third
gender cast their vote.

The highest of 89.9 per
cent was recorded in Dhing ,
followed by 88.97 in Rupohihat
and 86.19 per cent in
Naoboicha while the lowest of
74.67 per cent was registered in
Jorhat, followed by 74.95 per
cent in Tinsukia and 74.99 per
cent in Margherita.

Women recorded the hgh-
est of 90.38 per cent in Dhing,
90.24 per cent in Rupohihat
and 86.31 per cent in Samaguri
while their lowest was 74.58
per centin Dibrugarh, 74.95
per cent in Tinsukia and 74.99
in Margherita.

Elections to 126-member
Assam house are being held in
three phases with the last
phase to be held on April six.

New Delhi:The Election
Commission on Friday barred
Assam Minister and BJP leader
Himanta Biswa Sarma from
campaigning for 48 with
immediate effect for allegedly
making threatening remarks
against Bodoland People's
Front chief Hagrama 
Mohilary.

"... The Commission here-
by strongly condemns the
impugned statements made by
Himanta Biswa Sarma ... 

"The Commission ... Bars
him from holding any public
meetings, public processions,
public rallies, road shows, inter-
views and public utterances in
media (electronic, print, social
media) in connection with
ongoing elections for 48 hours
from immediate effect on April
02 (Friday)," the order read.

The Congress had
approached the EC demanding
action against Sarma for his
remark that Mohilary would be
sent to jail through central
probe agency NIA if he does
"extremism" with rebel leader
M Batha. 

The Bodoland People's
Front is an ally of the Congress
in Assam. It was previously
with the BJP. On Thursday, the
EC notice to Sarma quoted
transcript of the speech pro-
vided by the state election
machinery. PTI

From page 1
The stated whisper caught

wind based on a passing com-
ment made by Mamata earlier
that she could also be contesting
from Tollygunge seat in Kolkata.

Earlier on Thursday Adhikari
had said after the elections that
“Begum (Banerjee) is losing the
elections … this time a victory for
her from Nandigram is not hap-
pening.”

Meanwhile, Home Minister

Amit Shah who held a rally and
roadshow in Coochbehar in
North Bengal said that “Mamata
Didi’s defeat is written on the wall
… this can be read from her body
language at Nandigram from
where she is  losing the 
battle.”

Shah said that the “Chief
Minister’s body language in
Nandigram showed on Thursday
that she had lost the polls there,”
adding “in fact the BJP has won
more than 50 seats in the first two
phases of  elections for 60 
seats.”

Mamata was so unpopular in
North Bengal that she even

refused to contest from here,”
Shah said adding the BJP would
free the region from political
violence a legacy that was being
left  by the Trinamool 
Congress.

Attacking the Chief Minister
for a corrupt Government he
said, “Mamata Banerjee runs her
Government on 3T model that is
tolabaji (extortion), tanashahi
(dictatorship) and tushtikaran
(appeasement), adding the BJP
would base its Government on 3V
model that would stand for “vikas
(development), vishwas (faith)
and vyapar (business).”

Shah, who on Friday held

multiple rallies at Baruipur and
Arambagh in addition to
Coochbehar,  said the BJP
Government would introduce a
regiment christening Naryani
Sena in the honour of the Raj
Banshi population of the region.
The Raj Banshi people would be
inducted in the new regiment, he
said.

Saying that infiltration was
the biggest problem that was
faced by the people of North
Bengal, Shah said that the men-
ace of cross-border immigration
would be completely stopped
after the BJP came to power in the
State.

From page 1
These have contributed 90

per cent of Covid cases (as of
31st March) and 90.5 per cent
of deaths (as of 31st March) in
the last 14 days, the Ministry
said in a statement.

The 11 States have
crossed/or close to crossing
their early reported peaks dur-
ing last year. “The situation is
particularly worrying in
Maharashtra. They were
advised to take up immediate
and high effective measures to
ensure containment of active
cases and daily deaths,” the
Health Ministry added.

“They were advised to take
up immediate and high effec-
tive measures to ensure con-
tainment of active cases and
daily deaths through adherence
to the standard Clinical
Management Protocol shared
earlier with all States and UTs,”
the statement said.

Taking note of the present
situation due to the continuous
deterioration of the Covid sce-
nario over the fortnight, the
Cabinet Secretary pointed out
that the current Covid case
growth rate of 6.8 per cent in
March 2021 has surpassed the
previous record of 5.5 per cent
(June 2020). The country also
reported 5.5 per cent growth
rate in daily Covid deaths in
this period.

“While the country was
reporting about 97,000 daily
new Covid cases at the peak of
the pandemic in September
2020, the country has now
reached the critical figure of
81,000 daily new cases of
Covid,” the statement further
added.

In the meeting, senior
Government health official and
member of Niti Aayog, VK
Paul emphasised on need for
States to follow a protocol for
sharing clinical and epidemio-

logical data for more detailed
study of mutant strain of virus
for genome sequencing while
the Union Home Secretary
pointed out that the 11 States
and UTs that are showing a
surge in daily Covid cases have
not shown commensurate
increase in enforcement of
containment activities.

The States have been
asked to increase testing con-
tinuously to ensure that pos-
itivity comes down to 5 per
cent or less than 5 per cent
with focus on ensuring RT-
PCR tests. Reduce waiting
time of test results with regu-
lar review with testing labs,
Use Rapid Antigen Tests
(RAT) as screening test in
densely populated areas and
where fresh clusters are
emerging, all symptomatic
RAT negatives to be manda-
torily subjected to RT-PCR
tests, were some of the sug-
gestions given to the States.

The need to formulate
District Action Plans with a
focus on mapping of cases,
reviewing of ward/block wise
indicators, 24X7 Emergency
Operations Centre, Incident
Command System (Area
Specific Rapid Response
Team and Timely Sharing of
information) was stressed
upon.

The States have been asked
to focus on strengthening pub-
lic and private healthcare
resources such as isolation
beds, oxygen beds, ventila-
tors/ICU beds as per require-
ment and strengthening ambu-
lance service.

India’s average daily coro-
navirus infections has surged to
65,211, while that of the US
stood at 64,814, according to
the Johns Hopkins University.
Brazil leads the chart with
average daily coronavirus infec-
tions at 75,534.

From page 1
“I would like to apologise

to everybody for not being able
to be there. I wish all the can-
didates that I was supposed to
campaign for the very, very
best in the election. I hope all
of you do well and the
Congress is victorious,” she
said, while wishing for the
party’s victory in these elec-

tions.
In a separate Facebook

post, Robert Vadra said he has
tested positive after he came in
contact with someone who
was COVID positive.

“Hi friends, unfortunately,
I came into contact with some-
one COVID +ve and have
tested positive for COVID
although I am asymptomatic

so far. As per the COVID
guidelines, Priyanka and I are
self-isolating although she has
tested negative,” he said in his
post.

“Fortunately the kids have
not been with us these days
and everyone else at home has
tested negative too. Hopefully
we will all be back to normal
life soon,” he also said.

From page 1
He said he would not be

cowed down and he had faced
even the Emergency period
(1975-77).

The Centre thought of con-
fining them to their homes
through searches when polls
are all set to be held in a mat-
ter of few days. Such tactics
would not succeed with the
DMK men, he said.

Party general secretary
Duraimurugan said when par-
ties were on the verge of com-
pleting the campaign and
looked forward to the day of
polling, the income tax search-
es at the residence of
Senthamarai, daughter of his
party chief Stalin was done with
a ‘political objective.’

Income tax officials neither
confirmed nor denied the
searches. Reportedly, similar

searches were on in respect of
other candidates as well.

The Centre has made a
‘wrong calculation’ that raids
just ahead of the election would
shock Stalin, his family and the
party and also weaken poll
preparations, Duraimurugan
claimed while speaking to
reporters here.

“The DMK is not a party
that can be scared by such
searches,” he said, adding the
party had already faced similar
instances and it would not be
deterred.Only recently, tax
searches were held in the
premises linked to party leader

A V Velu and now searches
have been conducted in the res-
idence of Senthamarai and the
union government pursuing
such a tactic was neither ‘demo-
cratic’ nor ‘honest politics’ and
‘I condemn’ this, he said.

Had the party been afraid
of such raids, the party would
have been ‘dead’ long ago and
these only added to their deter-
mination and resoluteness, he
added.

The Centre may have
thought that Stalin would not
be able to see his beloved
daughter becoming sad, but the
DMK president is the leader of

‘lakhs and lakhs of party cadres’
and he is a ‘courageous lion,’ he
said.

When asked about search-
es in premises of party leaders
belonging to AIADMK, an ally
of the BJP and other parties as
well, Duraimurugan said the
tax raids vis-a-vis the DMK
people were aimed at intimi-
dating them while those in
respect of others was only ‘eye-
wash’.      CPI (M) state secre-
tary K Balakrishnan slammed
the Centre, claiming that the
search action was a diversion-
ary tactic and would not yield
any results. 
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Twenty-five employees of a
fake call centre here have

been apprehended for alleged-
ly duping US nationals, Delhi
Police officials said on Friday.

The call centre was in
Saidullajab in south Delhi's
Mehrauli area, they said.

Its employees used to
dupe US nationals by asking
them to pay membership fees
on the pretext of providing
them US government grants
for unemployed persons and
handicapped persons, police
said.

So far, 25 employees,
including their boss Kamal
Dass, have been apprehended.
They were detained following
a raid, they said.

Employees used fake
names and called their poten-
tial targets in the US through
spoofing calls via internet.
During inquiry, Dass dis-
closed that they used get
details of potential targets

from their sources and
accordingly, briefed employees
about their strategy to dupe
them, police said.

"The employees at the call
centre called up US citizens by
impersonating themselves as
officials and asked them to
pay membership fees on the
pretext of providing US gov-
ernment grants for unem-
ployed persons and handi-
capped persons. Once the vic-
tim paid the amount, they
stopped attending their calls,"
Deputy Commissioner of
Police (South) Atul Kumar
Thakur said.

To pay the fees, the vic-
tims were asked to purchase
Google Play Cards, Ebay gift
cards and Amazon gift cards,
he said. Then they were asked
to share the coupon code to
encash the cards. The employ-
ees sent these coupon codes to
their "sources" and received
money through bank transfers
and cash payments, Thakur
said.
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From page 1
Meanwhile, Chief Minister

Uddhav Thackeray warned
the people across the State that
if the situation did not improve
in the next two days, then he
would consider imposing
lockdown in the state in a
phased manner.

Interacting with the peo-
ple across the State through
social media, Uddhav said: “I
am giving a warning to people
today. If there is no material
change in the situation in the
next two days and if we have
no other alternative, then the
State Government will con-
sider imposing lockdown in a
phased manner.” Meanwhile, a
day after the State recorded a
staggering 43,183 infections
and 249 deaths, the infections
in Maharashtra rose to a stag-
gering 47,827, while the
Covid-19 toll dropped to 202
in the State. With 47,827 fresh
cases, the total infections in
Maharashtra climbed from
2,85,61,63 to 29,04076.
Similarly, with 202 new deaths,
the total Covid-19 toll rose
from 54,898 to 55,379. As
24,126, patients were dis-
charged from the hospitals
across the State after full recov-
ery, the total number of peo-
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From page 1
The EC said following the

special observers report,
Armed Escort Officer Luhit
Gohain, Sub-Inspector of
Police (Armed Branch) of 3rd
Assam Police Battalion, Titabor
has also been suspended. 

To ensure credibility and
fairness, Presiding Officer
Sahab Uddin Talukdar, first
Polling Officer SouravAcharjee;
second Polling Officer: Abdul
MumitChoudhary and third
Polling officer: Sahab Uddin
Tapadar; had already been sus-
pended.

Targeting the BJP over the
incident, Congress leader
Priyanka Gandhi said the
Election Commission should
act decisively on such com-
plaints and that a serious re-
evaluation of the use of EVMs
needs to be carried out by all
national parties.

According to the EC’s
report, the polling party after
completion of polls on
Thursday was returning in a
convoy escorted by an armed
escort led by the Police Sector
Officer ABSI Luhit Gohain. 

In all, 1300 vehicles were
returning on the national high-
way NH8. Combined with the
inclement weather, this had led
to unprecedented traffic con-
gestion on the highway. As the
relevant polling party was
approaching Nilam Bazaar, its
vehicle broke down at about 9
pm. Due to the traffic conges-

tion and the prevailing weath-
er condition, the party
detached from its convoy.

“The polling party of 149-
Indira MV School of LAC 1
Ratabari (SC) met with an
unfortunate incident on April
1, 2021. The polling party
comprised a Presiding Officer
and 3 polling personnel. They
were accompanied by police
personnel comprising a con-
stable and a home-guard,” the
EC said.

The party alighted from
the vehicle and telephoned
sector officer Ajoy Sutradhar to
apprise him of the snag. While
the sector officer was arranging
for an alternate vehicle, the
polling party decided to
arrange a vehicle on its own so
as to reach the material receipt
centre faster since they were in
the custody of polled EVMs.

At about 9.20 pm, the
polling party hailed a passing
vehicle and boarded it along
with the EVM and other things,
without checking the owner-
ship of the vehicle. 

As reported by the polling
party, they moved towards
Karimganj and as they reached
Kanaishil at about 10 pm, they
had to slow down in the traf-
fic.At this point, they were
surrounded by a mob of about
50 people which started pelting
stones at them. The mob was
also abusing the poll personnel
and did not allow the vehicle to
pass. 

ple discharged from the hos-
pitals since the second week of
March last year went up to
24,56,494. The recovery rate in
the State dropped from 85.20
per cent to 84.62 per cent.

Meanwhile, the number
of “active cases” total cases in
the State increased from
3,66,533 to 3,89,832.  The
fatality rate in the state
dropped from 1.92 per cent to
1.91 per cent.

There are a maximum of
60,851 “active” cases in Pune,
followed by Mumbai (57,687)
Nagpur (50,775), Thane
(45033), Nashik (37263),
Aurangabad (13204), Jalgaon
(7345), Amaravati (3192) and
Akola (3973).

With 19 fresh deaths, the
Covid-19 toll in Mumbai rose
from 11,708 to 11,727, while
the infected cases went up fur-
ther by an alarming 8,948
cases to trigger a jump in the
infections from 4,23,419 to
4,32,367.  Thane district
remained in the third spot --
after Pune and Mumbai - after
the total number of infections
rose from 3,44,385 to 3,49,355
while the total deaths climbed
from 5970 to 6087.

Of the 2,01,58,719 sam-
ples sent to laboratories,
29,04,076 have tested positive
(14.41 per cent) for Covid-19
until Friday.

Currently, 21,01,999 peo-
ple are in home quarantine
while 19,237 people are in
institutional quarantine.
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As a warning against
Breaking the Covid-19

mask rule, the authorities in
Madhya Pradesh's Khargone
district set up two temporary
jails on Friday to confine vio-
lators.

Violators will be lodged in
these facilities for at least six
hours and all COVID-19
norms will be followed, it was
stated.

One of the temporary jails
was set up at a dharamshala to

confine persons found without
masks, a police station in-
charge Prakash Vaskale said.

As many as 100 people can
be lodged at the dharamshala
in keeping with the social dis-
tancing norms, the official said.

Five persons were caught
roaming without masks and
were confined in the temporary
jail on Friday, he said.

A similar facility was cre-
ated at the Government Boys
Middle School in Maheshwar
town of the district by desig-
nating three rooms for the

purpose.
At least 50 persons can be

lodged in this temporary jail, a
district official said.

According to reports from
Indore, 130 persons were arrest-
ed under section 151 of the
Criminal Procedure Code
(CrPC) in the last 24 hours for
not wearing masks, said Rakesh
Kumar Bhangre, the superin-
tendent of the district's Central
Jail. The violators have been
lodged in a temporary jail at a
community guest house in
Snehlataganj area.
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Ghaziabad district officials
on Friday began taking

action against violations of
publicity norms with the model
code of conduct in place ahead
of the upcoming panchayat
polls in Uttar Pradesh.

Covering the four blocks
of the district where the elec-
tions would be conducted on
April 15, officials have cracked
down on violators as 5,800
posters, 4,712 wall paintings,
7,267 small hoardings, 2,470
big hoardings and 4,543 ban-
ners have been removed.

Surety bonds of different
amounts have been taken from
4,000 people who are alleged-
ly involved in criminal
antecedents so as to not create
any nuisance during the elec-
tions, District Magistrate Ajay
Shankar Pandey told PTI.

Fifty-seven booths have
been identified as sensitive,
114 over-sensitive and 132
hyper sensitive. For the clear-
ing of materials, 3,832 govern-
ment employees have been
pressed into service while 20
per cent staff has been kept on
reserve.

In spite of holidays, all

branches of State Bank of India
have been instructed to work
during the filing of nomination
days i.E. April 3 and 4, so that
the money may be deposited
till the last time of nomination.

Meanwhile, FIRs were
registered against 18 assistant
returning officers for not join-
ing their duties to their
assigned block developmental
areas, the DM added.

The panchayat elections
will be held across UP in four
phases on April 15, April 19,
April 26 and April 29.
Counting of votes will be done
on May 2
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The CM, however, added,

“It’s a matter of concern since
the Covid-19 cases are rising
exponentially. But there is no
need to panic.  The
Government is monitoring
the situation and taking all
necessary steps.”

Kejriwal also appealed to
the people to wear face masks,
maintain social distancing and
regularly wash hands to pre-
vent the spread of the virus.

According to the data,
cases have been rising rapid-
ly but this time, the fourth
wave of coronavirus is less
serious than the previous ones
in the sense that mortality
rates are comparatively low
and secondly, the number of
people being admitted into
hospitals and ICU is relative-
ly low as well, he said.

“We saw that in October,
3,000-4,000 new cases came up
daily. At the time, there were
around 1,700 patients in the
ICU and today it is around
800, i.e. 50 per cent drop. The
mortality rate was 40 deaths
per day, but today it is around
10-12. This new wave is com-
paratively less serious in the

sense that a lesser number of
people are required to access
the hospitals and most of
them are being treated effi-
ciently under home isolation,”
he added.

“In today’s meeting, we
looked into the provision for
additional requirements for
hospitals in case people fall
sick and need to get admitted
into the hospital. The provi-
sion of ambulance, hospital,
ventilator, oxygen, and ICU
were all discussed today and
for this, a plan has been laid
down as to in what stages the
number of ICU beds in the
private and government hos-
pitals would be increased,” he
said.Kejriwal said, “We have
three broad concerns. Firstly,
how to prevent its spread? The
second important concern is
that of hospital management,
i.e. if we fall sick there must be
ample facility in the hospital
and a good treatment process.
The third is that of vaccination
on which the government is
paying full attention since the
more number of people get
vaccinated, the more control
we would have over the situ-
ation.”
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In view of the surge in COVID-19 cases in
national Capital, the Delhi Prisons department

have decided to suspend the prisoners' meeting
with their relatives from April 5. Earlier, the sys-
tem of internal 'mulaqat' was resumed on March
20 with a view to normalise the routine of
inmates.

Jail authorities have decided to discontin-
ue it due to amid an increase in coronavirus
cases in the national capital, said the prison offi-
cials.

Meeting of inmates with their legal counsels,
however, will continue with proper COVID pre-
cautions, said the prison officials adding that the
facility of telephone and 'e-mulaqat' will contin-
ue to remain available for the prisoners.

According to Sandeep Goel, the Director
General, Prison, in view of the rising trend of
COVID-19 cases once again, it has been decid-
ed to suspend physical 'mulaqat' of Delhi Prison
inmates with family and friends with effect from
Monday till further orders.

“The situation will be reviewed again in 15
days,” said the DG. According to the latest data
shared by Delhi Prisons department, as on April
2, out of the 130 inmates who tested positive for
COVID-19, 118 have recovered, two have died
and there are presently 10 active cases.

All the 293 prison staff who were found
COVID positive have also recovered, said the
prison officials. 
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A21-year-old man was allegedly mur-
dered by his neighbours over � 100

in north Delhi’s Sadar Bazaar area. Police
have apprehended seven persons,
including four minors, in connection
with the incident that took place on
Tuesday at Motia Khan, Sadar Bazaar
area.

The victim has been identified as
Manish, a resident of Sadar Bazaar
area. According to a senior police offi-
cial, the accused Lucky (40) asked for
change of Rs 500 from the victim’s fam-
ily.

“Lucky alleged that they gave him
only �400, however, the victim’s fami-
ly claimed that they gave change of 
�500 to Lucky and nothing was left.
Later, an altercation ensued between
them on Monday which was pacified by
the locals,” said the senior police offi-
cial.

“Next day, the accused along with
others again got into heated arguments
and started beating Manish. Later,
they stabbed him on his thigh. The vic-
tim was rushed to Lady Hardinge
Hospital where he died,” said the
police off icial  privy to the 
investigation.

“Police has registered a case under
relevant sections of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) at Sadar Bazaar police station
and arrested Lucky, his wife and anoth-
er woman, known to him. Three
minor daughters and one minor son
were also apprehended in connection
with the killing,” said the police offi-
cial. 
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The Delhi Police has arrested a 25-
year-old man for allegedly creating

fake profiles of a Class 8 student, send-
ing her obscene messages and posting
her morphed nude photographs on
social media.

Police said that the accused, identified
as Bharat Khatar, wanted to take revenge
with the class 8 girl after being rebuked by
her for allegedly harassing her friend,
whom he had met on social media, in a
similar manner.

Khatar did his graduation in B.Com
Honours from Delhi University via cor-
respondence and had been working with
an event management company for the last
two years, said police.

According to Atul Kumar Thakur, the
Deputy Commissioner of Police (DCP),
South district, an investigation was initi-
ated on the complaint of the minor girl's
mother who alleged that her daughter's
fake Instagram profile was created by the
accused.

“She told the police that the accused
had been sending her daughter obscene
posts, messages and photographs from the
fake profile and stalking her,” said the
DCP.

“A case was registered at K M Pur
police station under section 354 D
(stalking), 509 (word, gesture or act
intended to insult the modesty of a
woman), 354 A (sexual harassment and
punishment for sexual harassment) and
other relevant section of the POCSO
Act,” said the DCP.

“As part of investigation, letters were

sent to Facebook, seeking details about
the fake Instagram account.  According
to technical inputs, the investigating
team analysed the IPs and zeroed in on
the suspect, he said. After due verifica-
tion, the accused was apprehended from
his residence at NIT colony in Faridabad
on Thursday,” said the DCP.

“Investigations revealed that at first the
accused targeted the victim's friend after
contacting her through social media. He
sent her obscene messages, following
which she had heated arguments with him
via Whatsapp calls. She then narrated the
entire incident to the Class 8 girl who
rebuked the accused and warned him
about not indulging in such acts,” said the
DCP.

“To take revenge from the Class 8 girl,
he created three fake accounts in her name
on Instagram and posted her morphed
nude photographs on those accounts.
The accused also asked for sexual favours
in order to delete the photographs,” said
the DCP.

“During interrogation, the accused dis-
closed that earlier he had a heated argu-
ment with the victim's friend on Instagram.
To take revenge from the Class 8 girl, he
created her fake profiles on Instagram.
Thereafter, he sent her abusive contents,
nude pictures, threatened and abused
her,” said the DCP.

“The Faridabad Cyber Police Station
has also lodged a case earlier against the
accused for creating a fake profile of
another girl. Two mobile phones used to
create fake profiles have also been recov-
ered from the accused,” said the 
DCP.
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Haryana Deputy Chief
Minister, Dushyant

Chautala, inaugurated the
newly constructed four Lane
Flyover near village Bandwadi
on the Gurugram-Faridabad
road on Friday.

After the inauguration of
the flyover, the deputy CM said,
"This flyover will help to reduce
traffic pressure and will
improve better connectivity
between the two major districts
(Gurugram-Faridabad) of the
Haryana State. Not only this it
will also help to prevent acci-
dents which was earlier
occurred near Bandwadi village
in the absence of the flyover. In
future aspects this stretch will
also play a major role to reach
Jewar airport in a shot span of
time."

The project plan was pre-
pared by the Public Works
Department (PWD). The esti-
mated cost of the project is
more than 11.50 crore. The
Flyover length is 514 meters
and width is 21 meters.

"The construction work of
the Flyover was started in June
14, 2019 and was finished in a
very short span in March 31,
2021. Despite the Covid-19
pendemic the PWD depart-
ment tooks only 21 months for
the complication of this project
which is very appreciative,"

Chautala told the media.
The flyover starts after the

'Valley View' residential apart-
ment located on the
Gurugram-Faridabad road and
finishes one and a half kilo-
metres before the toll plaza.
Service lanes is also built on
either side. To go towards
Bandwadi village, the com-
muters and villages can use the
underpass.

According to the PWD
officials, the project will pro-
vide great relief to the com-
muters of Delhi, Gurugam and
Faridabad who was  strug-
gling through unending traffic
jams on the stretch which traf-
fic cops find difficult to man-
age.

A reason behind building

a flyover a dangerous turning
point on the stretch near
Bandwadi village, several fatal
accidents have occurred on
the road. Also, the traffic slopes
coming from Faridabad, it
comes down from a much
faster speed on the road and
usually hits villagers and com-
muters who approach the road.

"The turning point near the
Bandwadi village was one of
the most dangerous spots on
the Gurugram-Faridabad
stretch. Due to the acute turn,
here the graph of accidents was
quite high. A flyover on the
dangerous spot will surely help
reductions in accidents on the
corridor.,” PWD executive
engineer Sandeep Singh 
said.
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Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal will rep-

resent India at the ‘World
Cities Culture Forum’. This
year's theme, 'The Future of
Culture', will play a crucial
role in re-imagining the cul-
ture of Delhi, especially in the
wake of several devastating
challenges and corona crisis
faced by the people in the last
one year.

The forum comprises of 40
world cities including London,
Tokyo and New York all of
which recognise the impact
and importance of culture and
creativity, and seek to inculcate
these values in public policy
and city planning.

Kejriwal said his goal is to
transform Delhi into a world
leader in the field of culture and
an artist-friendly city.

In his response to the invi-
tation received from the Mayor
of London, Sadiq Khan,
Kejriwal said, “The Future of
Culture' is certainly a topic of
relevance at this challenging
juncture. As people around
the world struggled in isolation
- it has been art and music that

helped us stay connected and
cope up with the crisis at hand.
Creativity and sharing provid-
ed hope and strength to
respond to the Covid-19 with
resilience. The unfortunate cir-
cumstances of the pandemic
have posed new challenges
and possibilities to re-imagine
the modes of cultural practice.
As we move towards recovery,
the arts and culture will play a
vital role in rebuilding lives and
society," he said.

"As a historic capital city
seeped in diverse art and her-
itage, Delhi has been at the
forefront of promoting and
preserving our rich culture.
Our Government strongly
believes in the role culture
plays in shaping the city and

positively impacting lives.
Culture will be the key to find-
ing long term sustainable solu-
tions for the city. Our goal is to
transform Delhi into a world
leader in the field of culture and
an artist-friendly city," he 
said.

Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia, who is also the
Minister for Art, Culture and
Languages, has also been work-
ing on some exceptional ini-
tiatives. Under his leadership,
Delhi's Art and Culture team
has been working to transform
the cultural landscape of the
capital, introducing pro-
grammes to democratize
knowledge, modernise the cul-
tural sector, and decentralised
Government spending.
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Focusing on infrastructure,
development and expansion of

mandis, the Delhi Government
on Friday passed detailed plan in
a meeting of the Budget of the
Agricultural Produce Market
Committee (APMC) and Delhi
Agricultural Marketing Board
(DAMB).

Gopal Rai said, “Today the
meeting of the budget of all the
APMCs and DAMB was held to
discuss the outcomes of last year’s
budget and to put forward the
new budget of 2021–2022. We
discussed in detail and passed
plans that focused on the devel-
opment, expansion and making
the infrastructure of the wholesale
markets of Delhi. The Delhi
Government is committed to the
development and expansion of
Mandis and creating better infra-
structure.”

During this meeting, it was
noted that despite the COVID-19
pandemic, all the wholesale mar-
kets of Delhi had performed well
and recorded a good amount of
surplus.

The overall income or receipt

for DAMB of the Board in the
Revised Estimate (RE) 2020-2021
has been projected to the tune of
Rs. 7,718.50 lakh against a total
expenditure of Rs. 6,832.15 and
the surplus is of Rs. 886.35 lakh.   

Similarly in the 2021-2022
Budget Estimate, the overall
income or receipts has been pro-
jected to the tune of Rs. 40 063.50
lakh against the expenditure of Rs.
34,855  lakh, thereby resulting in
a surplus of (+) Rs.5,208.50.

The Tikri Khampur whole-
sale market is a crucial mandi in
Delhi. In a bid to develop this
market, the Delhi government has
sanctioned Rs. 70 Crore in the
meeting chaired by Rai.

An amount of Rs. 4 Crore was
sanctioned for the development of
the fruit and vegetable market of
Ghazipur. The Delhi government
has also sanctioned Rs.132.12
Crore for the development of the
Ghazipur poultry market and
Rs. 100 Crore for.the development
of the Gazipur flower market.

The budget to develop
Azadpur, Narela, Keshopur,
Ghazipur, the flower market of
Ghazipur, Najafgarh, and the fruit
and vegetable market of Ghazipur
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Delhi recorded 3,594 fresh Covid-19 cases on
Friday, the highest daily count this year

while 14 more people died due to the infection,
taking the death toll to 11,050, according to the
Delhi Health department.

The positivity rate also had mounted to 4.11
per cent amid a massive surge in cases in the
span of the last few weeks.

The number of cumulative cases on Friday
stood at 668814. Over 6.45 lakh patients have
recovered from the virus.

Delhi on March 19 had recorded 716 fresh
COVID-19 cases, the highest in over two-and-
a-half months, while the positivity rose had
jumped to 0.93 per cent. Four fatalities were
reported on that day pushing the death toll to
10,953, as per official data.

The next day, Delhi had reported over 800
COVID-19 cases, for the first time this year, and
the positivity rate had breached the one per cent-
mark after over two months.

The figures have been steadily rising since
then, crossing two per cent-mark in between and
then breaching the four per cent-mark.

The active cases reached to 11994, accord-
ing to the health bulletin issued by the health
department of the Delhi Government.

A total of 87505 tests, including 54898 RT-
PCR tests, were conducted a day ago, the bul-
letin said.
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ADelhi Police constable's wife
allegedly hanged herself at

her house in southwest Delhi’s
Ghitorni village. Police said that
the couple’s two sons were found
unconscious in the 
bathroom.

The deceased has been iden-
tified as Rajesh, wife of
Constable Sushil, who is posted
at Vasant Vihar police station.

According to Ingit Pratap
Singh, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
South west district, a caller
informed them on Thursday
evening that his wife and two
sons were at home but no one
was answering the door.

“Police reached the spot at
Ghitorni village and the door of
the house was found latched
from inside. Later, police broke
the door down and found
Rajesh hanging from a ceiling
fan inside the house,” said the
DCP.

“The couple's two sons were
found unconscious in the bath-
room and were rushed to the
Fortis Hospital in Vasant Kunj
where they are undergoing treat-
ment. The elder son is stable but
the condition of the younger
child is still critical,” said the
DCP.

“Appropriate legal action
will be taken after a complaint is
received. The couple got married
in 2014,” he added.
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A36-year-old man was
found dead at DSIDC

vacant flat near outer north
Delhi’s Bhorgarh area. Police
said the face of the deceased
was burnt by the culprits in
order to hide his identity.

The deceased was identi-
fied by the relatives, who were
searching for him, as Karan
Kumar, a resident of Mahavir
Vihar colony. A missing report
was also filed by the relatives of
the deceased on March 31.

According to a senior
police official, on April 1, a
police control room (PCR) call
was received at about 9:45 am
about a dead body in burnt
condition lying at DSIDC Flat
near Kali Mata Mandir,
Bhorgarh.

“A police team was dis-
patched for the spot. The police
team found the body on the
second floor of the vacant flat.
The DSIDC flats are vacant and
no one lives there. During
enquiry police team also found
injury marks over neck and
hands of the body and face was
burnt down to hide the identi-
ty,’ said the senior police official.

“However, relatives who
were present on the spot and
made PCR call, identified the
dead body as that of Karan
Kumar. A relative of the victim
in his complaint had stated that
Karan Kumar left the house on
March 31 at about 11.00 am to

meet his brother in law, Panna
Ram,” said police official.

“But Panna Ram on
enquiry refused to have met
Karan Kumar. However, Panna
was having an injury in his leg
and asked them to search
Karan Kumar in DSIDC Flats.
When the relatives of the vic-
tim came to DSIIDC flats
they found Karan dead there,”
he said.

“A case under relevant sec-
tion of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) has been registered at
NIA police station and the
suspect Panna Ram is abscond-
ing. Search is being made based
on strong leads,” he added. 
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The BJP is opposing Delhi's new excise pol-
icy as it earns crores of rupees from liquor

mafia, the AAP claimed on Friday, inviting
a sharp reaction from the saffron party which
alleged the ruling party was running a "mis-
leading propaganda" that the new norms
would finish illegal alcohol trade.

The Delhi Government had on March 23
approved a new excise policy which had low-
ered the legal drinking age to 21 from 25
years. It had also withdrawn the Government
from running liquor vends in Delhi.
According to the Government, the move is
expected to lead to an annual revenue
growth of 20 per cent. 

Addressing a Press conference here, AAP
spokesperson Atishi claimed the new excise
policy will prevent BJP leaders from collect-
ing ‘hafta' (extortion money) from restaurants
and clubs which is why they are opposing it.

"In restaurants and clubs, often 21 to 25
years old people go to buy or consume liquor.
The BJP harasses restaurant-owners and
extorts money over this," said Atishi.

She said if the Kejriwal government
makes the legal drinking age 21 then the
extortion rackets will be finished and the BJP
leaders will face "humongous losses".

"When the BJP-ruled Goa, Karnataka and
Himachal Pradesh have a legal drinking age
of 18 years, then why the BJP is opposing mak-
ing legal drinking age 21 in Delhi?” she asked.

Delhi BJP General Secretary Harsh

Malhotra and spokesperson Praveen Shankar
Kapoor said Atishi and other AAP leaders are
running a "misleading propaganda" that
their new excise policy will end the liquor
mafia and illegal collections from the sale of
spurious liquor. 

They alleged the AAP was evading BJP's
questions on this policy. "The Aam Aadmi
Party should tell why its minister said there are
849 liquor shops in Delhi while currently Delhi
has only 639 shops. They should tell why they
want to add 210 new liquor shops without
informing people," they said in a statement.

"AAP leaders should tell Delhi as to why
they want to handover 500 government
liquor shops to private sector when adequate
revenue is coming from them? Today Delhi
has 79 wholesale liquor licenses, but under
the new policy there would be only 1 or 2
wholesale licenses whose commission will go
up from 2 per cent to 12 per cent. The AAP
Government should tell Delhi why it is being
done," the statement said.
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Five men, who were close
aides of gangster Lawrence

Bishnoi-Kala Jathedi gang, were
arrested by the Special Cell of
Delhi Police. Police said that
the accused were wanted in
over 15 cases registered in four
States and four of the accused
were also carrying a reward on
their arrest. Police said that
they have recovered a huge
quantity of sophisticated
weapons from their possession.

The accused have been
identified as Kapil Nehra (23),
Yashpal alias Sarpanch (28),
Rajeev alias Raju Basai (25),
Rahul Mehalawat (23), resi-
dents of Haryana, and
Gagandeep alias Guni (35), a
resident of Punjab.

According to Manishi
Chandra, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Special Cell, police got
a specific input regarding the
movement of the accused in the
national capital.

“Later, a police team laid a
trap near Chandgi Ram Akhara
red light at Ring Road on the
intervening night of Thursday
and Friday and apprehended
them,” said the DCP.  

“Loaded firearms, includ-
ing two zigana and one taurus
pistols etc., and over 70 live car-
tridges were recovered from
their possession. A case under
Arms Act has been registered
and all the accused persons

have been arrested,” said the
DCP.

“The accused were wanted
in several cases, including
broad daylight triple and dou-
ble murders, attempts to mur-
der, extortion, encounter with
police and Arms Act in Delhi,
Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab
and Uttarakhand,” said the
DCP.

“They had committed a
series of crimes in the recent
past, acting as a bridge between
Lawrence Bishnoi-Kala Jathedi
and another infamous wanted
gangster of Gurgaon Sube
Gurjar, who is carrying a
reward of Rs seven lakh on his
arrest. After escaping from the
custody of Haryana Police in
February 2020, gangster
Sandeep alias Kala Jathedi has
been working to expend his
network in Delhi and adjoin-
ing states,” said the DCP.

After the arrests of all
major criminals of Delhi in the
last one year, the gangsters
from Punjab, Haryana and
Rajasthan are trying to enter
the national capital. Lawrence
Bishnoi and Sube Gurjar are
amongst the most dangerous
gangsters operating in areas
surrounding Delhi, the DCP
said.

Bishnoi has been trying to
make inroads into Delhi for last
eight to ten months. While
Bishnoi himself is in jail, his
close associate Sandeep is
working to expand the syndi-
cate’s footprints in Delhi, police
said.

Sandeep is closely assisted
by one Kala Rana of Lawrence
Bishnoi gang, suspected to be
hiding in a south-east Asian
country. Another criminal
called Hariom, who is lodged
in jail, brought Kala Jathedi and
Sube Gurjar together, police
added.
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Based on the Border Security
Force’s (BSF) input, the

Union Home Ministry has
informed the Punjab
Government that 58 mentally
challenged people from Bihar
and UP were found working as
bonded labourers in the border
districts of the State and asked
it to take action to deal with the
“serious” problem.

In a communication to the
Chief Secretary of Punjab, the
Home Ministry said BSF has
found these 58 people were
brought to Punjab with the
promise of good salary but
exploited, given drugs and
forced to work in inhumane
conditions. Many of them were
found in mentally challenged
state, drugged and workings as
bonded labour in border farms,
said the BSF report. 

The Home Ministry said
the BSF has informed it that
these labourers were rescued
from the border areas of
Gurdaspur, Amritsar,
Ferozepur and Abohar in
Punjab in 2019 and 2020.
“During the course of ques-
tioning, it emerged that most of
them were either mentally
challenged or were in a feeble
state of mind and have been
working as bonded labourers

with farmers in border villages
of Punjab. 

The persons apprehended
belong to poor family back-
ground and hail from remote
areas of the States of Bihar and
Uttar Pradesh,” the letter to
Punjab Government. 

The Home Ministry said it
has been further informed that
“human-trafficking syndicates
hire such labourers from their
native place to work in Punjab
on the promise of a good
salary, but after reaching there,
they are exploited, paid poor-
ly and meted out inhuman
treatment”. To make them work
in the fields for long hours,
these labourers are often given
drugs, which adversely affect
their physical and mental con-
dition, the letter said. The BSF
has been handing over the res-
cued persons to the state police
for necessary action. 

“Keeping in view the multi-
dimensional and overwhelm-
ing enormity of the problem,
which involves human-traf-
ficking, bonded labour and
human rights violation, you are
requested to look into the mat-
ter and take appropriate mea-
sures to address this serious
problem,” the 
Home Ministry told the Punjab
Government. The Home
Ministry also sent a copy of the
letter to the Union Labour
Secretary with the request to
issue suitable instructions to all
states, especially Bihar, Uttar
Pradesh, West Bengal,
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh and Odisha
for creating awareness amongst
people to ensure that the poor
are not duped by unscrupulous
elements by making false
promises for better job
prospects.
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Amid the vitriolic and high
decibel poll campaigning

in West Bengal and Assam
Assembly elections, a BJP del-
egation comprising Union
Ministers Prakash Javadekar,
Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi and
BJP’s Rajya Sabha MP, Anil
Baluni met election commis-
sion of India (ECI) officials
here on Friday demanding
action against West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee for violation of poll
conduct and DMK leader
Udhayanidhi Stalin for his
remarks against late BJP lead-
ers Sushma Swaraj and Arun
Jaitley.

The meeting came soon
after  after a TMC delegation
led by Yashwant Sinha met EC
officials in Kolkata to com-
plain about “central police
forces being partial” towards
the BJP.

Addressing newspersons
outside the ECI office at
‘Nirvachan Sadan’, Javadekar
blamined Banerjee for violat-
ing the model code of con-
duct.

“TMC violated the model
code of conduct and the West
Bengal CM has violated ECI
rules, so we have demanded
action against her,” said

Javadekar.
BJP had complained that

Banerjee’s sitting at a booth for
two hours was allegedly to
“slow down the pace of voting
on getting feedback that high
voter turnout signified her
defeat by a huge margin”. BJP

had filed a complaint for her
“repeated threats and intimi-
dation to BJP supporters at a
public ral ly in Goghat,
Hooghly.”

Javadekar also said  they
have  also demanded action
against Stalin for saying that

BJP leaders Sushma Swaraj
and Arun Jaitley died due to
pressure exerted by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. The
daughters of the two late lead-
ers had on Thursday  taken to
social media to hit out at
Stalin.
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Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra on Friday

said the Election Commission
needs to start acting decisive-
ly on reports of private vehicles
transporting electronic voting
machines, and a serious re-
evaluation of the use of EVMs
needs to be carried out by all
national parties.

Her remarks came over a
video which surfaced on social
media allegedly showing elec-
tronic voting machines (EVMs)
in what was claimed to be the
car of a BJP candidate in
Assam.

Tagging the tweet which
carried the video, Priyanka
Gandhi said every time there is
an election, videos of private
vehicles caught transporting
EVMs show up.

“Unsurprisingly they have
the following things in com-
mon: 1. The vehicles usually
belong to BJP candidates or
their associates. 2. The videos
are taken as one off incidents
and dismissed as aberrations 3.
The BJP uses its media machin-
ery to accuse those who
exposed the videos as sore
losers,” the Congress general
secretary said.

The fact is that too many
such incidents are being report-
ed and nothing is being done
about them, she said.

“The EC needs to start act-
ing decisively on these com-
plaints and a serious re-evalu-
ation of the use of EVMs needs
to be carried out by all nation-
al parties,” she said in a series
of tweets. 
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The Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (DMK) has

approached the Election
Commission (EC) after the
Income Tax Department raid-
ed four places owned by party
chief MK Stalin’s son-in-law
Sabareesan, just a few days
ahead of the Tamil Nadu
Assembly elections. 

In its letter to the EC,
DMK accused the Income
Tax department of acting on
the behest of the BJP and with
the consent of CM Edappadi
Palaniswami. DMK claimed
that the act of the Income Tax
officials amounted to corrupt
practice and abuse of power

and that their acts were intim-
idating and defamatory in
nature. DMK urged the EC to
direct the Income Tax 
department to restrain itself
from ‘abusing is power’ and
affecting the level playing
field for parties in Tamil
Nadu.

Over 25 officials from the
IT department are searching

four places owned by
Sabareesan, who is a
close advisor of Stalin.

D M K
O r g a n i s a t i o n
Secretary RS Bharathi
addressed a letter to
Chief Election
Commissioner Sunil
Arora and the chief

electoral officer of Tamil
Nadu, alleging that the I-T
department was being used as
a political vendetta by the BJP.

DMK accused BJP and
the AIADMK of attempting to
tarnish its image by indulging
in acts as such and asked the
EC to direct the saffron party
to not use the I-T department
to settle political scores.
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Anew forecasting strategy
has been planned for mon-

soon this year, Secretary in the
Ministry of Earth Sciences M
Rajeevan said on Friday.
Rajeevan also said that he has
reviewed the preparations for
monsoon  forecast.

“Monsoon 2021 Forecasts:
Today reviewed preparations
for monsoon forecasts Will be
released next few days a new
forecasting strategy planned
this year with new products
Watch for @Indiametdept
announcement @moesgoi
always committed for better
services for nation @drharsh-
vardhan (sic),” the secretary
tweeted.

The country’s official
weather forecaster, India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), issues monsoon fore-
cast every year. The first fore-
cast is issued by mid-April
while the second is issued by
the first week of June.

The forecast gives a fair
idea of the four-month rainfall
season from June to September,
which is very crucial for the
agriculture sector.
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As Myanmar’s military con-
tinued crackdown on civil-

ians protesting against the
February 1 coup, India on
Friday condemned any use of
violence and said it stood for
the restoration of democracy in
the country.

At a media briefing,
Spokesperson in the Ministry
of External Affairs Arindam
Bagchi said India has urged for
the release of political prison-
ers and supported any attempts
to resolve the current situation,
including through the efforts of
10-nation ASEAN. 

“Let me be very clear. We
condemn any use of violence.
We believe that the rule of law
should prevail. We stand for the
restoration of democracy in
Myanmar,” he said. To a ques-
tion on whether India will
allow people from Myanmar to
cross over to the Indian side
along the Indo-Myanmar bor-
der, Bagchi said it is being dealt
with as per law as well as on
humanitarian considerations.
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Despite being rivals in the
West Bengal elections, the

Congress has ostensibly come
out in support of Trinamool
Congress chief Mamata
Banerjee’s clarion call seeking
Opposition unity. 

While the grand old party
said the West Bengal Chief
Minister’s letter reflects the
view of the Congress on the
issue of protecting the
Constitution from the attacks
by the BJP led Centre, the party
has gone full throttle in Assam
where the last phase of assem-
bly polls are due on Tuesday. 

AICC spokesman Rajeev
Shukla said the sentiment of
opposition unity has always
been there in Congress. “Rahul
Gandhi has repeatedly said
that constitutional institutions
are under attack from the BJP
government and the opposition
should fight unitedly against
this assault. Congress always
talks about a united opposition,
especially on national issues or
on the subject of protecting the
Constitution,” the former
Union Minister said.

Congress is in alliance with
Left parties and is contesting
against the TMC in Bengal.
However, it seems to lend sup-
port to Mamata in her fierce
poll battle against the BJP as
Rahul and other senior leaders
have not visited Bengal for
campaigning yet. Rahul and
Priyanka have been regular to
other poll bound states of
Assam, Tamil Nadu, Kerala

and Puducherry.
While Congress insiders

are confident that its strategy
will help Mamata retain West
Bengal, the mood in the party
is upbeat as it believes it will
stall the prospects of ruling BJP
in neighbouring Assam. 

The party wants to reach
out to all the 40 seats in the last
phase and has scheduled at
least 10 rallies of Rahul Gandhi
and other leaders covering four
assembly seats in the area.
Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi who too was
scheduled for few public
address in Assam as well other
poll bound states has however
scaled down following her iso-
lation due to her husband
Robert Vadra being tested
covid positive.

Backed by AICC in-charge
of elections in the north east-
ern state, Chhattisgarh CM
Bhupesh Baghel has been burn-
ing the midnight oil with his
team from his home state to
regain the Congress glory in
the region.

Congress leaders who are
involved in the campaign con-
fided that the performance of
the two phases has been
favourable. Congress has been
able to change the narrative
that BJP both at Centre and
State have denied Assam and
other NE States of the special
status they enjoyed for
decades. “The reduction in the
centre-state sharing schemes
from 90:10 during UPA to
60:40 now and progress in the
state will remain a far-fetched
dream without communal

harmony. BJP is so desperate
that it is engineering a defec-
tion even during the elec-
tions,” said a senior party
leader and a former Union
Minister camping in Assam
for last couple of months.

A per media reports ear-
lier, Home Minister Amit
Shah claimed that BJP has
made significant gains in
upper Assam in the last two
phases and that it will get 37
seats,  Congress General
Secretary Jitendra Singh said
the results on May 2 will
show how two new parties in
upper Assam were instru-
mental in making Congress
sweep the first phase, helping
in division of non-Congress
votes between themselves and
the BJP. He said it will help
Congress win seats it wasn’t
expecting to win.

In the third phase, the BJP
is contesting on lesser number
of seats as most of the seats in
the third phase are being con-
tested by its allies. The oppo-
sition Congress and AIUDF
are confident of winning the
maximum number of seats in
both the second and third
phases of the polls.

In the 2016 Assembly elec-
tion, Congress and AIUDF
fought separately. While the
former got 30.9 per cent of the
votes, the latter could garner
13 per cent. BJP secured 29.5
per cent and its allies AGP and
BPF got 8.1 and 3.9 per cent of
the votes respectively leading
to the formation of
Sarbananda Sonowal
Government in Assam.
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The Enforcement Directorate
(ED) has filed Prosecution

Complaint (chargesheet) before
PMLA Special Court Jaipur
against accused persons Anil
Gadodia of Delhi, Rameshwar
Sharma, proprietor of Eurro
Export, Jaipur, Yodying, Thai
national and Mayur Ranjan in
the case of smuggling of red
sanders. 

The ED has provisionally
attached movable / immovable
assets worth Rs 1.44 crore
belonging to the accused per-
sons.  “Money laundering inves-
tigation revealed that
Ramehswar Sharma of Jaipur
exported / attempted to export
the red sanders supplied by Anil
Gadodia of Delhi in connivance
with other co-accused persons.
Yodying, a permanent citizen of
Thailand was acting at the
behest of foreign persons who
were purchasing red sanders
while Mayur Ranjan who was
fluent in Chinese Language was
acting as a translator and was
assisting the other accused per-
sons,”the ED said in a statement.

The DRI had recovered
and seized four of such con-
tainers from Mundra Port
which were to be exported to
Hong Kong in guise of Marble
Slabs wherein 14.25 Metric Ton
of Red Sander Woods were
found stuffed and concealed
with around 94 Metric Tons of
Marble Slabs.

Meanwhile, in another case
of money laundering from
Jaipur, the ED has attached
assets worth �57.30 lakh of
Bhoor Singh Rajpurohit and
others in Barmer Crude Oil
Theft case. 
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The ED has filed Prosecution
Complaint against Naxal

leader Arvind Yadav and his
family members before Special
Court (PMLA), Patna. The
ED had initiated investigation
on the basis of 61 FIRs regis-
tered by Bihar Police and in
some of them, Charge-Sheets
have also been filed against
Arvind Yadav, who is a noto-
rious Naxalite and an active
member and leader of the
banned Left-Wing Extremist
(LWE) and Militant Naxalite
Organization CPI (Maoist).
Money laundering investiga-
tion revealed that Arvind Yadav
and his family members invest-
ed the said proceeds of crime
in various movable and
immovable properties includ-
ing land house constructed
thereon worth �1,02,88,611and
one truck valued �11,00,000 in
the name of his family mem-
bers and associates.
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Union Minister
Nitin Gadkari

has said that the pace
of highway construction in the
country has touched a record 37
km per day in the financial year
2020-21 and assumed that per-
haps India has created a world
record in this regard during the
pandemic time. 

He said the achievement
was remarkable as it was
achieved despite constraints
posed by the COVID-19 pan-
demic. The ministry of road
transport and highways has
constructed 13,394 km of high-
ways in the fiscal year 2020-21.

“Tremendous progress has
been achieved in building
national highways across the
country... We have achieved a
road-building pace of 37 km of
highways a day,” Gadkari said at
an event at his residence to cel-
ebrate the feat on Thursday
evening. He also honoured all
the present and past officers
since year 2014 for making this
remarkable feat. 

Gadkari said these “achieve-
ments are unprecedented and
have no parallel in any other
country in the world”.

He said over the past seven
years, the length of national
highways has gone up by 50 per-
cent from 91,287 km (as of April
2014) to 1,37,625 km (as of
March 20, 2021).

“Cumulative cost of ongoing
project works has increased by
54 percent at the end of the
financial year 2020-21, com-
pared to the financial year 2019-
20 (as on March 31),” the min-
ister said.

Total budgetary outlay
increased by 5.5 times, from Rs
33,414 crore in the financial year
2015 to Rs 1,83,101 crore for the
financial year 2022.

The sanctioned amount has
increased by 126 percent in the
financial year 2020-21, over the
financial year 2019-20 despite
COVID-19-related impact, the
minister said adding that the
sanctioned length in kilometers
has also increased 9 percent in
FY21 over FY20.

Average annual project
award (annual average award
length) during the financial year
2015 to the financial year 2021
increased 85 percent, compared
to FY10 to FY14, as per the
Ministry.

Average annual construc-
tion (average annual construc-
tion length) during FY2015 to
FY2021 has increased by 83 per-
cent compared to FY2010 to
FY2014, the Ministry added.

Gadkari said that when he
took over the charge of the min-
istry of highways, there were 406
stalled projects entailing an
investment of Rs 3.85 lakh crore.

It was a slew of steps that
saved Indian banks from Rs 3
lakh crore of non-performing
assets (NPAs), he said.

Gadkari said massive ini-
tiatives to resolve the deadlocks

and accelerate the
pace of highway
building, including
termination of pro-
jects worth Rs

40,000 crore, resulted in fast-
tracking of the road building.

The Government envisages
building 34,800 km of highways
at a cost of about Rs 5.35 lakh
crore under the ambitious
Bharatmala Pariyojna.

The National Highways
Authority of India (NHAI), he
said, has also made a world
record by laying down 12,500
cubic meters of concrete on a
stretch of 2.54 km. NHAI con-
tractor Patel Infrastructure had
created a world record by laying
the highest quantity of concrete
on a four-lane highway in 24
hours recently.

The feat by contractor Patel
Infrastructure Ltd was recog-
nized by the India Book of
Records and the Golden Book of
World Records.

It had laid a four-lane high-
way of 2,580 meters length
within 24 hours totaling about
10.32 lane km.

The highway is part of the
greenfield Delhi-Vadodara-
Mumbai 8-lane Expressway pro-
ject and was carried out by the
world’s largest fully automatic
ultra-modern concrete paver
machine.

The ministry has taken sev-
eral initiatives to increase the
pace of construction.

A new India is in the mak-
ing with infrastructure which
will be no less than that in the
US and Europe in five years,
Gadkari said. A solid foundation
has already been laid with over
Rs 17 lakh crore worth of pro-
jects in the last five-year period,
the Minister added.

“In five years, I can guaran-
tee that India’s infrastructure will
change... It will be no less than
the US or European countries...
A new India is emerging,”
Gadkari said.

He said a network of green
expressway corridors is being
laid, including the Rs 1-lakh
crore Delhi-Mumbai
Expressway, and added that the
30-km Dwarka Expressway,
being built at a cost of Rs
10,000 crore, is an engineering
marvel and would result in a
Singapore-like place on Delhi’s
borders.

He also said border roads
are being augmented and about
90 percent of work has been
completed on the Kailash
Mansarovar route project via
Pithoragarh.

Work is being done there
on war-footing with the
Australian tunneling method in
minus 8-degree temperatures,
he said.

With the completion of this
project, the arduous trek
through treacherous high-alti-
tude terrain can be avoided by
the pilgrims of Kailash
Mansarovar Yatra and the peri-
od of the journey will be
reduced by many days.
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The expert panel of the
country’s top drug regula-

tor,  Director Controller
General of India (DCGI), has
permitted Hyderabad-based
Bharat Biotech to give a third
dose of Covaxin to a few vol-
unteers in its clinical trials of
the Covid-19 vaccine, sources
said.

Sources in the Union
Health Ministry said that the
Bharat Biotech presented
amendments to the subject
expert committee of the Drugs
Controller General of India
(DCGI) in the approved Phase
2 clinical trial protocol for
administration of booster
dose six months after second
dose.

“The f irm presented
amendments in the approved
Phase 2 clinical trial protocol
for administration of booster
dose after six months after
second dose. After detailed

deliberation, the committee
recommended that the firm
should conduct the booster
dose study only in a 6 mcg
cohort and also should follow
up the subjects at least for six
months after the third dose,”
the SEC said in a minutes of
meeting.

Further, Bharat Biotech
was asked to present the
details of the primary and sec-
ondary objectives and various
assessments to be carried out
in the subjects. “Accordingly,
the firm (Bharat Biotech)
should submit the revised
clinical trial protocol for eval-
uation,” the SEC said in the
meeting that took place on
March 23.

In the meeting, Bharat
Biotech presented amend-
ments in the approved Phase
3 clinical trial protocol for
unblinding of subjects on
placebo and addition of
another cohort in Brazil which
the SEC recommended.
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In a first of its kind human
genome study, researchers

have identified 13 new rare
genomic variants associated
with Alzheimer’s disease.

The lesser-known gene
mutations may hold critical
information about the biology
of the disease and can lead to
the development of new drugs
for the devastating neurologi-
cal condition, according to
researchers from the
Massachusetts General
Hospital (MGH) in the US
whose study has been pub-
lished in the Alzheimer’s &
Dementia: The Journal of the
Alzheimer’s Association.

The new gene variants are
linked with the functioning of
synapses—the junctions that
transmit information between
neurons—development of neu-
rons and neuroplasticity—the
ability of neurons to reorgan-
ise the brain’s neural network.

“This paper brings us to
the next stage of disease-gene
discovery by allowing us to
look at the entire sequence of
the human genome and assess

the rare genomic variants,
which we couldn’t do before,”
said lead author Dmitry
Prokopenko from MGH’s
McCance Center for Brain
Health.

The results are published in
“Rare gene variants are the dark
matter of the human genome,”
said Rudolph Tanzi, director of
the hospital’s Genetics and
Ageing Research Unit.

Of the three billion pairs of
nucleotide bases that form a
complete set of DNA, each per-
son has 50 to 60 million gene
variants—and 77 per cent are
rare, he added.

Notably, Tanzi and col-
leagues co-discovered genes
that cause early onset (prior to
age 60) familial AD (that is, a
form that runs in families),
including the amyloid protein

(A4) precursor (APP), and the
presenilin genes (PSEN1 and
PSEN2). Mutations in these
genes lead to accumulation of
amyloid plaques in the brain,
a hallmark of AD.

The next 30 AD gene vari-
ants that were discovered are
primarily linked to chronic
inflammation in the brain (or
neuroinflammation), which
also increases the risk for this
cognitive disease. However,
loss of synapses is the neuro-
logical change that is most
closely correlated with the
severity of dementia in
Alzheimer’s disease, yet no
clear genetic links between
the disease and these vital
connections had previously
been identified, as per the
study.

Identifying less-common
gene mutations that increase
the risk for AD is important
because they may hold critical
information about the biology
of the disease, said Tanzi.

This study was supported
by the Cure Alzheimer’s Fund
and grants from the National
Institutes of Health.
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Bareilly (Uttar Pradesh): The
bare bodies of a 21-year-old
married woman and her lover
have been found in an aban-
doned hut outside their village.

The couple apparently
committed suicide because an
empty sachet of rat position
was found near the bodies.

The woman was married
against her wishes six months
ago.

The post mortem report,
on Thursday, has "suggested the
possibility of poisoning". Their
viscera samples have been pre-
served and will be sent for lab
examination, a police officer
said.

Senior Superintendent of
Police (SSP) Bareilly, Rohit
Singh Sajwan, told reporters
that prima facie, it appeared
that the couple has committed
suicide because their families
were against their relationship
and the girl was married else-
where.

He said that no one from
their families has come forward
to register a police 
complaint.

The SSP said, "But we are
also investigating the possibil-
ity of foul play. We have
checked their conversations
and it is clear that they were in
contact even after the mar-
riage."

According to villagers, the
woman's family had forcibly
married her to a man of her
caste after they came to know
about her affair with a Muslim
man.

The woman had returned
home for Holi and went miss-
ing on Tuesday. Their bodies
were found on Wednesday
evening.

A family member of the
youth said that the village
Panchayat had decided that the
woman should be married else-
where and the youth was asked
to leave the village. IANS
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In its bid to retain power at
any cost, the CPI(M) has

thrown all niceties to the winds
and have launched a non-
holds-barred attack against the
Congress-led UDF and the
BJP.

Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan said in his election
speeches on Friday that the
defeat of CPI(M) in Tripura was
the outcome of acts of sabotage
by the RSS-led Sangh Parivar.
“If the RSS is under the impres-
sion that they could replicate
the same in Kerala, we will give
them a befitting lesson which
they would not forget in this
lifetime,” said Vijayan, while
addressing election meetings in
Kannur on Friday morning.

The Chief Minister said that
the Centre and the RSS has
deployed a group of Ministers
and Sangh Parivar activists in
Kerala to  dethrone the elected
Government. “These leaders

have been camping in Kerala
since the day election was noti-
fied and are spreading fake news
that there are counterfeit names
in the electoral rolls. Their only
objective is to derail and sabotage
the democratic processes and I
am sure they would not succeed
in these missions,” said
Vijayan.

He said there was no truth
in reports about 4.5 lakh vot-
ers in the State. “There are
some reports that say that
there are more than 20 lakh
fake names in the electoral rolls
of the State. The State electoral
Officer has done a good job in
preparing a balanced voters
list,” said the chief minister.

Vijayan said that there is an
international conspiracy to tar-
nish the image of the CPI(M).
The controversy about fake
voters is part of this pro-
gramme, he said.  “Kerala is the
only State in India where fair
and free election is held.
Ramesh Chennithala’s attempt

is to project Kerala as a land of
fake voting and this is an insult
to the people of the State,” said
the Chief Minister.

But the internal differences
in the CPI(M) over denial of
tickets to some of the leaders
are coming out on daily basis.
E P Jayarajan, minister for
industries, who was projected
as the second in command to
Vijayan, declared that he would
not contest future elections. It
is reported that Jayarajan was
peeved over the party leader-
ship’s decision not to field him
in the 2021 assembly election.
Jayarajan (71) cited age as the
reason for his decision not to
contest election. But party
insiders said that this was an
indirect snub to Vijayan who
himself is 77.

G Sudhakaran (75), and
Kunjan Pillai Suresh Kurup
(65), Nair faces of the CPI(M),
are the other leaders sulking
over denial of seats to contest
the election. 
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In a startling disclosure which has
the potential to turn LDF sup-

porters against the CPI(M), Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on Friday
alleged that the Kerala Government
has denied drinking water to the peo-
ple of the State.

Addressing a mammoth election
rally at Pathanamthitta, the district
that houses the holy shrine  of
Sabarimala, on Friday, the Prime
Minister said that the indifference of
the CPI(M)-led LDF Government to
the Centre’s Jal Jeevan Mission that
empower and facilitate creation of
water supply infrastructure so that
every rural household has Functional
Tap Connection and water in ade-
quate quantity of prescribed quality
is made available on regular basis
remains a non-starter in Kerala.

“While the rest of the country
brought 20 percent of the households
under the Jal Jeevan Mission since its
launching on October 2, 2020, the
Kerala Government has deliberately
delayed the implementation of the
scheme to the people in the State.

They are worried that the credit of the
mission would come to Narendra
Modi. I or my government do not
need any credit for this mission. Let
the ruling CPI(M) take the credit for
that. My only plea is that let the peo-
ple get the drinking water,” said
Modi.

The Prime Minister told the
electorate that the LDF and the UDF
were responsible for seven deadly sins
committed on the people of the State.
“They are arrogant and have a sense
of false pride. Both the fronts are dis-
connected from roots. The LDF and
the UDF have made greed for money
their hallmark. While one front is
experts in making money out of solar
scam and  Bar corruption, the LDF
has excelled in dollar scam, gold scam
and land scam . The list is endless,”
said the Prime Minister.

Modi  said both the fronts were
engaged in competitive corruption
and were jealous of each other.
“Their lust for power know no
bounds. The LDF and the UDF are
promoting communal and extremist
elements,” he said and pointed out the
ties the Congress and the CPI(M)

have with organisations like SDPI and
the PFI.

The Prime Minister said that
governance has come to a state of
paralysis in Kerala. “It is time to make
Kerala free of this paralysis. We in
NDA have a mission that is forward
looking and inclusive. Our FAST
Development Programme encom-
passes Fisheries and Fertilizers,
Agriculture and Ayurveda, Skill and
Social Development and Tourism and
Technology,” he explained.

Modi who began his speech
invoking the name of Lord Ayyappa
blasted the  State Government for
lathi charging and foisting false cases
against the devotees. The
Communists are trying to destroy the
age old Kerala culture terming it
regressive and are destroying the
sacred land of the State.

“Baba Saheb Ambedkar had said
many times that Communism and
democracy can never coexist.
Communism is an imported ideol-
ogy which was rejected internation-
ally. It is like forest fire which destroys
itself and devours others ,” said the
Prime Minister.
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Patients found positive in the covid test will
be admitted to L2 hospital. No one will be

allowed for home isolation. Issuing this
order, the DM has instructed officers and
employees above 45 years of age to get the
corona vaccine in a week.

In the review meeting, the Chief
Development Officer said that 10 people have
come positive from covid-19 in the district.
Action is being taken to admit all the infect-
ed patients to L-2 hospitals on the basis of
symptoms. Instructions have been given that
patients' contacts should be investigated. All
government officials and employees above 45
years of age should ensure vaccine of covid-
19 within a week. Information about this
should be made available to DM War Room
and Control Room. The Chief Medical
Officer told that sampling of primary contact
and second contact of persons infected with
covid-19 should not be less than 20.

KOCHI: Dr E Sreedharan, the BJP candidate at
Palakkad in Kerala had a pleasant surprise on Friday
as cine actor Mohan Lal wished him all success in the
April 6 assembly election. It happened within min-
utes of Prime Minister Narendra Modi telling the elec-
torate at Pathanamthitta how persons of eminence like
Dr Sreedharan were joining the BJP because of  the
development agenda pursued by the 
Hindutwa Party. 

“Sreedharan Sir’s is a name all Indians carry in their
heart with pride. This legendary engineer rebuilt in
just 46 days the Pamban Bridge that washed away by
tidal waves. He is an engineer of will power and ded-
ication who led the construction of Konkan Railway
which was considered as an impossible project.
Sreedharan Sir is the national architect who led the
team that buikt Metro Rails in New Delhi and Kochi.
He is unique because he executed the work of rebuild-
ing a bridge in record time and gave back to the gov-
ernment the unutilized money that had been sanc-
tioned for the project. The President of India honored
him with Padma Vibhushan. We need Dr Sreedharan
to lead us through the paths of development to new
heights. I wish him all success,” said Mohan Lal in a
video message he posted on his social media page.

Interestingly, A Ramaswamy, senior Congress
leader from Palakkadu who quit the party on Friday
to join the LDF, announced that Dr Sreedharan would
have an easy win in the constituency. PNS
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Kolkata: Days after BJP candidate and for-
mer India cricketer Ashok Dinda was
attacked in West Midnapore and a day after
a TMC worker was hacked to death at
Keshpur, BJP’s candidate from Diamond
Harbour constituency Dipak Haldar was
badly beaten up by alleged Trinamool sup-
porters, sources said.

Haldar who had been admitted to the
Diamond harbor district hospital was
stated to be in a critical condition. “Doctors
have put him under observation and he
may be shifted to Kolkata if his condition
deteriorates,” a local BJP worker said.

It all happened when Haldar a former
Trinamool MLA who recently joined the
BJP was campaigning around Haridebpur
area of his constituency.

“He was accosted by TMC men armed
with guns and sticks … even the central
forces who were guarding him could not
save him,” said a BJP supporter adding the
area was a base of TMC MP Abhishek
Banerjee and his close aide Shaukat Molla.

Abhishek Banerjee is the sitting TMC
MP from Diamond Harbour parliamentary
constituency where the convoy of BJP pres-
ident JP Nadda was attacked about three
months ago. 
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The Jammu and Kashmir police
Friday claimed  the attack on a

BJP leader  Mohd Anwar Khan in
Nowgam area of Srinagar was joint-
ly executed by the two Pakistan
based terrorist outfits Lashkar-e-
Tayyebba and Al Badr.

The police also claimed two out
of three terrorists killed in a fierce
gunfight in South Kashmir's
Pulwama district on Friday were
involved in a daring strike in which
a police constable  Rameez Ahmad
Itoo made a supreme sacrifice
ahead of his marriage ceremony.

Meanwhile, some miscreants
resorted to stone pelting on secu-
rity forces and the crowd were dis-
persed by using non-lethal weapons
in which a few miscreants received
minor injuries.  

Following the attack security
cover extended to the political
leaders across Kashmir valley was
also reviewed thoroughly and wher-
ever it needed beef up it was taken
up to prevent any fresh strike.

Addressing a press conference
at PCR Srinagar, the IGP Kashmir
Vijay Kumar said,  out of three ter-
rorists killed in the Pulwama
encounter two of them were part of

the group behind the attack on the
house of a BJP leader in Nowgam.
IGP said, "Soon after the attack on
BJP leader in Nowgam area
Srinagar Police shared a lead with
Pulwama Police regarding presence
of terrorists in Larve Pulwama ''.
IGP said, " Pulwama Police further
developed the specific intelligence
regarding presence of terrorists in
a residential house belonging to
Nawaz Ahmad Dar in village Dhobi
Mohalla area of Kakapora.
Accordingly, a joint cordon and
search operation was launched by
Police, 50RR and 183Bn CRPF in
the said area".

IGP said, during the search
operation, as the presence of ter-
rorists got ascertained they were
given an opportunity to surrender,
however, they started firing indis-
criminately upon the joint search
party which was retaliated leading
to an encounter. "The joint party
also tactfully rescued five civilians
who were made hostages by the
trapped terrorists", he added.
During the encounter, a stray bul-
let hit a woman in her leg and was
immediately removed to hospital
for treatment where her condition
is stated to be stable.

In the ensuing encounter, three

terrorists were killed and their
bodies were retrieved from the site
of encounter. They have been iden-
tified as Junaid Ahmad Nengroo
resident of Prichoo Pulwama,
Suhail Nisar Lone and Yawar
Ahmad Wani both residents of
Khrew Pampore, affiliated with
proscribed terror outfits Al-
Badr/LeT. IGP said the Burqa clad
terrorist has been identified as
Suhail Nisar Lone. 

Sharing further details, IGP
said, "Terrorists Suhail Nisar and
Junaid Ahmad used an Alto-800
vehicle bearing registration number
JK13E-2098 to commute from
Nowgam to Pulwama which
belongs to the house owner where
the encounter took place".

Meanwhile, the SLR rifle
snatched from the martyred
policeman yesterday at Nowgam
was also recovered from the

encounter site and the recovery of
the rifle corroborates the involve-
ment of the killed terrorists in the
said attack, he added.  

Referring to the security review
of the politicians security cover IGP
said,  there have been enough
deliberations on reviewing the
security cover of politicians includ-
ing those facing threats.Our men
deployed for the protection of
VIPs, other politicians will get
fresh training sessions, new SoPs
and advisories. I assure you that if
there is any bid from terrorists to
target politicians, that will be foiled,”
the IGP said in reply to a question.  

In a separate statement, a police
spokesman said, "Incriminating
materials, arms & ammunition
including 01 AK-47 rifle, 01 SLR
rifle and 01 pistol were recovered
from the site of encounter. All the
recovered materials have been taken
into case records for further inves-
tigation and to probe their com-
plicity in other terror crimes.

"The last rites of the killed ter-
rorists shall be performed after con-
ducting medico-legal formalities at
Baramulla and their nearest fami-
ly members shall be allowed to par-
ticipate in the last rites", the police
spokesman added.
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Jhansi (Uttar Pradesh): The
Jhansi police have arrested two
youths for allegedly harassing
nuns and making them get off
the train on allegations of forc-
ing religious conversions.

The incident took place
two weeks ago and the youths
were arrested late on Thursday
evening.They have been iden-
tified as Anchal Arjaria, pres-
ident, Rashtra Bhakt Sangathan
and Purgesh Amaria, Secretary,
Hindu Jagran Manch.

According to the Jhansi
police spokesman, punitive
action is being taken against the
people involved in misbehav-
iour towards the nuns and
adolescent girls in the Utkal
Express on March 19.

Arjaria and Amaria were
also planning a protest, accus-
ing police of lack of action

against the nuns.
It may be recalled that two

nuns, Livia Thomas and
Hemlata along with two girls,
Shweta and Bitrang, were trav-
elling to Rourkela from Delhi.

An ABVP leader Ajay
Shankar Tiwari was also trav-
elling in the next compartment.
Seeing the nuns and the two
girls, he informed Jhansi GRP
about suspicion of religious
conversion.

On reaching Jhansi all the
four were deboarded and inter-
rogated on the basis of Tiwari's
complaint for around three
hours. The complaint was
found baseless and all four were
later allowed to leave.

The incident led to nation-
al outrage and Union Home
Minister Amit Shah promised
action in the matter. IANS
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After Congress' alliance partner
Indian Secular Front expressed its

disappointment on the absence of
Congress leaders completely from
the political campaigns in West
Bengal, the Congress high command
sent AICC spokesman Jaiveer Shergill
to address the concern of ISF leader
Aabas Siddiquie and  silence the
detractors questioning the alliance.

Shergill took potshots at Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee saying
that Didi was spotted with a football
at one of the rallies, the fate of Bengal
is like a football which the 
TMC and BJP have been passing to
each other.

He said the TMC and BJP are two
sides of the same coin as both are using
religious sentiments to polarise Bengal
elections instead of being answerable
on core governance issues. "BJP is
equivalent to East India Company
which is busy raising the ‘GDP-Gas
Diesel Petrol’ price of India," Shergill
said.

"Mamata Banerjee deflated the
‘Vikas’ of Bengal and instead of focus-
ing on governance, the TMC govern-
ment did “khela” with the economy,
employment, education sector, and law

& order of Bengal," Shergill said at a
Press conference holding a deflated
football. Referring to TMC’s “Bangla
Nijer Meyekei Chay” slogan, Shergill
shared to media a series of NCRB data
to suggest how the safety of women
and children deteriorated under
Mamata Banerjee.

As per the NCRB report submit-
ted to the Supreme Court, West
Bengal ranked at second position for
cases of missing women and children.

When asked about the Sanjukt
Morcha partners being dissatisfied

with campaigns of Congress in Bengal,
Shergill assured that the representa-
tives of the grand old party are work-
ing on the ground to ensure that the
alliance fares well in the elections.

On the absence of Gandhis from
the campaigns, he said the Bengal
Congress unit has been chalking out
a plan for the star campaigners to hit
the ground but the top brass of the
Congress believes in handing the
baton to the state unit for assembly
elections rather than hijacking the
polls from them.
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In a significant development
that may provide insight into

the motive behind the planting
of an explosive laden SUV near
industrialist Mukesh Ambani’s
skyscraper mansion, the
National Investigation Agency
(NIA) finally detained ‘mystery
woman’, who had been spotted
with arrested police constable
Sachin Vaze near a five star hotel
in south Mumbai in mid
February.

After an intense search last-
ing for more than a week, the
NIA sleuths zeroed in on the
woman --- who has been iden-
tified as Meera George -- at the
Mumbai airport and brought
her to their office in south
Mumbai for questioning. The
investigators raided Meera’s flat
at Mira Road, a far-flung north-
ern suburb of Mumbai.

Meera’s detention came on
the heels carried out by the NIA
at a posh restaurant at Girgaum
in south Mumbai in connection
with the SUV recovery and the

subsequent alleged murder of
businessman Mansukh Hiran,   

Preliminary investigations
have revealed that the woman
was engaged converting black
money into white. The woman
had been spotted along with
Vaze in the CCTV footage of 5-
star hotel Trident with a cash
counting machine.  The footage
showed that as many as 5 bags
were checked in at hotel Trident
on February 16, nine days prior
to an abandoned gelatine sticks
laden Scorpio was recovered
Mukesh Ambani’s skyscraper
mansion “Antilia” on
Carmichael Road in south
Mumbai.

The CCTV footage exam-
ined by the NIA showed Vaze
had entered the hotel first and
then the lady followed him.
The mystery woman had report-
edly stayed in the hotel for two
days. Vaze, the investigations
have revealed, had stayed at the
same five-star hotel for five
days.

The investigations have
revealed that Vaze’s stay at the

five-star hotel had been funded
by a businessman running a tour
and travels firm. To meet the
hotel accommodation and other
things, the businessman con-
cerned had paid Rs 13 lakh to
Vaze, who had allegedly offered
to settle a pending case at
Kanjurmarg police station in
north-east Mumbai.   

Vaze, who reportedly used
a fake ID card for his stay at the
hotel, was spotted entering the
hotel in an Innova on February
16 and leaving the hotel in a
Land Cruiser on February 20.

The woman, who had
joined Vaze at the hotel during
his stay there, was seen carrying
a note counting machine with
her. One such counting machine
was seized from a Mercedes
Benz car seized by the investi-
gators early this month.

The NIA sleuths have so far
seized six high-end cars in con-
nection with the twin cases of
SUV seizure and the alleged
murder of Thane based busi-
nessman Mansukh Hiran,
whose body was recovered from

the Reti Bunder creek area at
Mumbra-Kalwa on March 5.

The number of high-end
cars seized by the NIA has gone
up to six. The cars seized
include: Mitsubishi Outlander, a
Scorpio, Innova, Prado and two
Mercedes Benz.

The investigators suspect
that some of seized vehicles
had been used to carry out
reconnaissance of the site near
Ambani’s residence where a
Scorpio laden with 20 gelatin
sticks was recovered on
February 25.

On March 28, the NIA
recovered several pieces of evi-
dence, including two CPUs of
computers, two number plates of
a vehicle with the same regis-
tration number, two DVRs and
a laptop, from the bed of Mithi
River in north-central Mumbai,
which allegedly link the arrest-
ed police officer to the two sen-
sational crimes.

Vaze has been booked
under sections 120 (B) (crimi-
nal conspiracy) 286 (negligent
conduct with respect to explo-

sive substance), 465 (forgery)
473 (making or possessing
+counterfeit seal) and 506 -2
(criminal intimidation) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and 4
(a)(b)(i) of the Explosive
Substances Act, 1908.

The NIA also invoked sec-
tions 16 (Punishment for Terror
act) and 18 (Punishment for
conspiracy etc) of the Unlawful
Activities Prevention Act
(UAPA) against Vaze.Vaze is the
first accused to have been arrest-
ed by the NIA which registered
an FIR in the explosive-laden
SUV recovery case on March 8.

Apart from the SUV recov-
ery case, the NIA is also inves-
tigating the alleged Manshukh
Hiran murder case.

It may be recalled that on
March 24, a Thane court a
Thane city court asked the Anti-
Terrorism Squad (ATS) of the
Maharashtra police to stop
investigations into the alleged
murder of SUV recovery case-
linked businessman Mansukh
Hiran and hand over the case to
the NIA.
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Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh
Government on Friday extend-
ed the closure of Classes 1 to 8
in all schools till April 11, in
view of the increasing number
of Covid-19 cases.

On March 30, the state
government had ordered the
closure of schools for students
up to Class 8 till April 4.

The Yogi Adityanath gov-
ernment has laid strict instruc-
tions to follow the Covid pro-
tocols in schools for Classes 9
to 12.

The sudden surge in
Covid-19 cases in the state
has caused a panic situation
among the people.

During the meeting on
Friday, Adityanath said the
RT-PCR testing should be
compulsorily done in suspect-
ed cases of Covid-19.

He also ordered officials
concerned to increase the
number of tests in the 
state. IANS
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Agartala: The Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) will come to power in
West Bengal defeating the ruling
Trinamool Congress, and retain
power in Assam, Tripura Chief
Minister Biplab Kumar Deb said on
Friday. Referring to the party's
assessment, he said that his party
would secure 175 seats or more in
the 294-member West Bengal
Assembly.

"In Assam, there is no existence
of Congress or any other opposition
party. The BJP would retain power
in Assam with absolute majority.
Assam will be opposition member
free assembly after the elections," he
told the media.

Claiming that there is also no
existence of the CPI-M and the
Congress in Tripura, Deb said that
with the influence of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's development mis-
sion, everyone is joining the BJP.

Jammu: Steady surge in new
Covid cases continued in
J&K on Friday as 517 tested
positive and 5 people suc-
cumbed during the last 24
hours, taking the toll over
2,000, Health Department
officials said.

Of the new cases, 96
were from the Jammu divi-
sion and 421 from the
Kashmir division while one
patient succumbed in the
Jammu division and four in
the Kashmir division, send-
ing the toll to 2,003.

In light of the alarming
spread of the virus, the gov-
ernment has authorised
District Magistrates to decide
whether educational institu-
tions should revert back to
online mode of teaching or
not.

So far, 131,938 people
have been infected by coro-
navirus in J&K out of which
126,720 have recovered. The
number of active cases is
3,215 out of which 765 are
from the Jammu division
and 2,450 are from the
Kashmir division. IANS
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on Myanmar, told the UNSC
emergency session, the junta’s
continuing savagery required a
“firm, unified international
response”. The question is what
can countries like the US,
Britain, members of the
European Union and Australia
do? The Biden Administration
announced on February 11 the
suspension of the 2013 Trade
and Investment Framework
Agreement, meant to boost
bilateral business between the
US and Myanmar, until the
restoration of democracy there.
It also imposed sanctions on 10
generals, some of them retired,
who led the coup, and three
commercial entities. Besides
imposing restrictions on strate-
gic exports, it has prevented the
generals associated with the
junta from improperly access-
ing the Myanmar
Government’s funds of over $1
billion lying in the US.

The US Commerce
Department placed under sus-
pension on March 4, four mil-
itary-controlled Ministries and
conglomerates and, on March
22, the US Department of
Treasury imposed sanctions
on Myanmar’s police chief, a
military commander, and two
military units for their role in
repressing demonstrators.
Britain, Canada and New

Zealand have also imposed
sanctions and travel bans, and
frozen assets. Australia had
announced, on March7, the
suspension of its limited coop-
eration with the Tatmadaw (as
the Myanmarese Army is offi-
cially called) and said it would
re-direct the aid marked for the
Government to aid groups.

Sanctions, however, gener-
ally do not deliver much, and
the ones imposed on the
Tatmadaw earlier, did not.
President Biden had perhaps
this in mind when he said while
announcing the first slew of
sanctions in February: “We’ll be
ready to impose additional
measures and we’ll continue to
work with our international
partners to urge other nations
to join us in these efforts.” Linda
Thomas Greenfield, the US
ambassador to the UN, articu-
lated the same approach when,
after hoping that the Tatmadaw
would return to the barracks
and allow the democratically-
elected Government to take its
place, she said that if it did not
do so and continued with its
attacks on civilian populations,
“then we have to look at how
we might do more”.

It remains to be seen what
the US does, and with what
effect. Meanwhile, India has
also to look at its own role.

While affirming its commit-
ment to Myanmar’s transition
to democracy, it has not con-
demned the junta. There are
doubtless reasons for this. The
junta has been closely cooper-
ating with its efforts to counter
the ethnic insurgent groups
operating along its border with
Myanmar. It has emerged as a
significant seller of arms to the
Tatmadaw and developed
strong economic links with
Myanmar. Besides, there is the
compulsion to counter China’s
growing influence there.

India, however, cannot
remain silent indefinitely about
the Tatmadaw’s stomach-turn-
ing cruelty. Besides, it has, as the
world’s largest democracy, a
moral responsibility to stand by
those struggling to prevent its
throttling in a neighbouring
country. It must now speak out
and stand with the other
democracies in condemning
what is happening next door.
Fortunately, the Manipur
Government has reversed its
inhuman order to deny food
and shelter-and even turn back-
those crossing over to escape
the junta’s savagery. India must
do the opposite, and provide
them with all the care it can.

(The author is Consulting
Editor, The Pioneer. The views
expressed are personal.)
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The emergency United
Nations Security Council
(UNSC) meeting on
March 31, held at the

United Kingdom’s initiative, to dis-
cuss the situation in Myanmar, has
drawn a blank. This is clear from
the statement issued after its con-
clusion by Britain’s permanent
representative at the UN, Barbara
Woodward, that the council
would continue to “discuss the
next steps”. Evidently, no steps
were agreed upon, and mainly
because of China. According to
the Chinese mission at the UN, its
permanent representative, Zhang
Jun, had said in his statement:
“China emphasises that all parties
in Myanmar should take up the
responsibility of maintaining
national stability and development,
act in the fundamental interests of
the people, find a solution to the
crisis within the constitutional and
legal framework through dia-
logue and consultation, and con-
tinue to advance the democratic
transition in Myanmar.”

The rest of the statement car-
ries on in the same vein with a suc-
cession of platitudinous exhorta-
tions, completely overlooking the
fact that it is Myanmar’s ruling
junta that has unleashed a coun-
trywide wave of murderous
repression, while the multitudes
demonstrating against the coup
on February 1, 2021, have
remained completely peaceful.
Not surprisingly, his statement did
not contain even a single word of
condemnation of the junta’s
actions. If anything, it was an effort
to let the junta continue its savage
repression while assuming a pos-
ture of virtuous neutrality.

One, of course, could not
expect anything different from a
regime that perpetrated the
Tiananmen Square massacre of
June 4, 1989, and is seeking to
stamp out the cultural identity of
the Uighurs of Xinjiang amid
unspeakable atrocities. Nor can
it be expected to do so in future,
given its own autocratic orienta-
tion and the stakes it has
acquired in Myanmar. Given its
veto, it is unlikely that the UNSC
will be able to take any effective
step against the junta.

This, needless to say, is unfor-
tunate. As Christine Schraner-
Burgener, the UN special envoy
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Sir —Despite various amendments and
Supreme Court judgments in the sphere
of property law, there are still certain legal
provisions that are inconsonant with the
precepts of gender equality. The current
form of these laws is attributable to the
unsuccessful codification process of cus-
tomary laws that first began during
British colonialism and was furthered after
Independence by the Nehru-led Congress
Government to specifically ‘reform’ Hindu
personal laws. The purported objective
furnished by the leaders was to establish
uniformity and gender equality. 

However, the gap between rhetoric
and reality was too large to go unnoticed.
As a consequence of the intense opposi-
tion faced from the northern leaders, the
laws so codified ended up reinforcing gen-
der stereotypes. For example, the Hindu
Succession Act of 1956 solely granted
males the rights over ancestral property.
It was only through the Amendment Act
of 2005 and the Supreme Court’s verdict
in Vineeta Sharma vs Rakesh Sharma in
2020 that females became equal
coparceners by birth. Be that as it may,
relying on individual amendments and
judgments to extend equality is not the
way forward. The most expedient and
effective means towards legal equality is
enacting a Uniform Civil Code. It will put
an end to gender discrimination by elim-
inating personal laws and by creating uni-
form standards for all communities. 

Nissim Aggarwal | Chandigarh
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Sir — The news that Rajinikanth has been
bestowed with the prestigious Dadasaheb
Phalke Award comes as a delight to
everyone. Fondly called ‘Thalaiva’ by his
fans, Rajinikanth has made profound con-
tribution in the sphere of cinema not just
as an actor, but also as a producer and a
screenwriter. What amuses one is that,
while his on-the-screen personality is
impressive, his off-the-screen personali-
ty is equally inspiring. His sincerity, hard
work, talent, zeal and, above all, immense

love coupled with humbleness towards his
fans has made him create a space for him-
self in the hearts of billions worldwide.
With lots of respect for him, I congratu-
late ‘Thalaiva’ for achieving the highest
award in Indian cinema. On the other
hand, the legendary actor shared a thank-
you note on Twitter, in which he wrote:
“For all the love, greetings and wishes I’ve
received from eminent political leaders,
my film fraternity friends and colleagues,
well-wishers, media, every person who
took the time to wish me and my beloved
fans  across India and all over the world...
My deepest gratitude and thanks.”      

Ramala Kinnera | Hyderabad
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Sir — This refers to the editorial 'Plan
B?'(April 2). Impartially speaking, the suc-
cess of Trinamool Congress supremo
Mamata Banerjee’s efforts to unite all par-

ties against the formidable BJP with a view
to dethroning it from the Centre and
simultaneously breaking its winning spree
in the States, squarely hinges upon the
Grand Old Party’s response to the letter
the West Bengal Chief Minister has
recently dashed off to all party chiefs in
this regard. 

But in case the Congress develops cold
feet over the matter, Didi’s ‘Plan B’ will
simply come a cropper, given that any
anti-BJP Mahagathbandhan (grand
alliance) sans the Congress will be skat-
ing on thin ice in the country. The flip side
of the matter is also that the shelf-life of
all the grand alliances that have come into
being so far has been very short-lived.

Azhar A Khan | Rampur 
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One of the crucial challenges of the 21st centu-
ry is the restoration of degraded running-water
ecosystems — streams, rivers, springs—

besides preserving those that are still in good condi-
tion. The historical scientific databases on  lotic ecosys-
tems are generally poor with largely anecdotal or
incomplete information. The ecosystem paradigms can
serve as tools for evaluating the existing condition of
running waters, surmising their likely antecedent con-
dition and developing targets and strategies for their
restoration. Because the majority of degraded streams
and rivers has changed beyond our ability to return
them to their original state, the call for their rehabil-
itation acquires significance.  It often takes the form
of returning certain organisms or processes to a con-
dition that addresses societal objectives. 

Restoration will dominate in more developed
regions where modifications of running water systems
and their watersheds have been more extensive. In less-
er developed regions, preservation of many of these
lotic systems may still be possible, but the distinction
between pristine and degraded systems is disappear-
ing rapidly. In the context of preserving and rehabil-
itating streams and rivers, it is important to enlist the
best scientific understanding of the structure and func-
tion of running-water ecosystems. The regulations gov-
erning the protection and width of riparian buffer zone
plays a vital role. 

Riparian zones depict areas that are transitional
between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. They are
distinguished by gradients in biophysical conditions,
ecological processes and biota. They connect surface
and subsurface hydrology namely, water bodies with
their adjacent uplands. Riparian areas are adjacent to
perennial, intermittent and ephemeral streams, lakes
and estuarine-marine shorelines. They usually extend
from the edges of water bodies to the edges of upland
communities and represent a zone of interactions
between the aquatic and terrestrial component.

A river is more than a channel carrying water; it
transports sediments, harbours various organisms,
plants, animal and microbes. Hence it should be con-
ceived as a natural resource comprising biotic and abi-
otic ingredients essential for management of hydro-
logical and ecological system. Until recently, planning
and management of rivers were largely oriented on
the channels themselves and it is integrated with catch-
ment management. However, there are many aspects
of channel catchment linkages with ecological perspec-
tive of riparian zones and these are essential for main-
taining the health of the lotic system. 

In India, rivers are classified mainly into two types
based on their geographical locations and origin —
Himalayan rivers and peninsular ones. The former are
glacier-fed and perennial, while the latter are altogeth-
er monsoon-fed. The perennial Himalayan rivers con-
stitute three major river systems — the Ganga,
Brahmaputra and Indus — which cover various types
of catchments and provide a variety of microhabitats.
The Ganga river system (major tributaries —Yamuna,
Ghaghara, Gandak, Gomati, Sone and Tons), the
Brahmaputra river system (Siang river as a main chan-
nel and major tributaries — Dibang, Lohit, Subansiri,
Ranganadi, Manas, Kulsi, Dhansiri, Champamati,
Sankhosh and Digaru rivers) and the Indus river sys-
tem (consisting of the Beas and Sutlej as major trib-
utaries in India)  are the principal Himalayan rivers;
however, a major stretch of the Indus flows in Pakistan,
leaving back a small segment of its drainage basin in

the Indian territory.  The Himalayan
rivers are antecedent rivers having deep
gorges exhibiting practically vertical to
convex valley walls; and slope failures
have become very common particu-
larly in the belts cut by active faults in
their hilly stretch. They provide differ-
ent gradient of habitat heterogeneity
from its headwater to mouth for
colonisation of aquatic fauna. Further,
the fragility of geologic formations in
the Himalayas and deforestation of
riparian catchments, soil erosion in the
upper stretch of rivers causes severe
sedimentation to downstream and
habitat destruction. 

The ecological conditions of
peninsular rivers depend on hydrolog-
ical characteristics like water level, cur-
rent velocity and discharge, which vary
from very lean to very high depend-
ing on relative rainfall in the respec-
tive watershed and catchment areas.
Among the peninsular rivers, major-
ity of them are East Coast rivers viz,
Mahanadi, Krishna, Godavari and
Cauvery. These east-flowing rivers
drain into the Bay of Bengal. The West
Coast rivers comprising Narmada,
Tapi, Sabarmati and Luni flow towards
west and drain into the Arabian sea. 

All peninsular rivers are monsoon-
al and display very poor water flow to
heavy flood, displaying fluctuating eco-
logical and biological conditions.
However, almost all the Indian rivers
are under severe despoliation caused
by anthropogenic activities; though the
magnitude varies at various segments
of the rivers all along their course.
Some serious issues arise — river pol-
lution throughout the country caused
by untreated urban sewage, industri-

al effluents, agricultural runoff, min-
ing wastes, religious ceremonies and
navigational operations;  indiscriminate
destruction of drainage basin because
of clearing of riparian zone vegetation;
huge load of suspended solid, causing
increased magnitude and frequency of
flood that changes the level of interac-
tion between land and water and hence
affects despoiling input of energy
source; river regulation, lift irrigation
and water allocation without consid-
ering the ecological consequences
that have adversely influenced the den-
sity, diversity and productivity of
aquatic bio-resources. The population
of migratory fishes is also adversely
affected. 

The water accounting study sug-
gests that there is less physical risk  of
meeting the existing or future water
demands and quantity of the supplied
water as well. However, water quality
is an issue that poses a major threat to
the river ecology, risking the livelihoods
of people dependent on rivers. The
alteration of flow regimes is the most
serious contemporary threat to the eco-
logical sustainability of rivers and
their associated floodplains. There is
a growing awareness about the pivotal
role of the flow regime in maintaining
the ecological integrity of riparian
zones. There is still much to learn about
the ecological significance of individ-
ual flow events and sequences of
events. 

There is a small set of overarching
ecological principles that, if employed
for river management, may alleviate
many of the difficult flow regulation
issues facing resource managers and
policy makers. The following princi-

ples, derived on several spatially
broad overviews of river and ripar-
ian characteristics, are simple to
maintain — The flow regime deter-
mines the successional evolution of
riparian plant communities and eco-
logical processes;  the river serves as
a pathway for redistribution of
organic and inorganic material that
influences plant communities along
rivers; every river has a characteris-
tic flow regime and an associated
riparian community; riparian zones
are topographically unique in occu-
pying nearly the lowest position in
the landscape, thereby could be
integrated with catchment-scale
management.

The major challenge for ripari-
an management is to place water
resource development within the
context of these fundamental ecolog-
ical principles in order to maintain
ecological vitality with long-term
planning. Despite growing recogni-
tion of the relationships between
riparian characteristics and flow
regimes, ecologists still struggle to
predict and quantify biotic respons-
es to altered regimes. 

An obvious difficulty is the
inability to distinguish the direct
effects of modified flow regimes from
the effects associated with other
changes that often accompany water
resource development. One often
encounters river systems affected by
multiple stressors, making it nearly
impossible to definitively separate the
effects of altered flow regimes from
those of  myriad other factors and
interactions associated with climate
and land use changes.
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Amid ever-increasing
threats facing humani-
ty, it’s high time to ini-

tiate steps at the governance
level to make the world a
safer place for mankind. The
COVID-19 pandemic has pro-
vided impetus to the idea of  a
global democratic government
and underlined the necessity of
a world organisation to tack-
le the dangers facing mankind
in a more effective manner.
These include — pandemics,
stockpiles of nuclear weapons,
deadly biological weapons,
natural disasters, climate
change, loss of control over
Artificial Intelligence, terror-
ism and so on. 

It is obvious that these
threats cannot be tackled by
any  country alone and a unit-
ed action at the local, region-
al and international levels  is
required to rid the world of
these dangers. Currently, a
world body already exists —

the United Nations (UN).
Formed after World War II in
1945 to prevent and eliminate
recurrence of wars and to
maintain peace all over the
world, it was also mandated in
broader terms to look after
some aspects like economic,
social and cultural develop-
ment.

The organisation has been
beneficial to mankind in many
ways but looking back at its
record during the over 75
years of its existence, there is
not much to feel proud about.
Soon after its formation in
1945, it had to face the Cold
War between the Western Bloc
and the Soviet Bloc headed by
former Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (USSR)
which lasted till the collapse of
the Soviet Block in 1991. It
could not prevent local and
regional wars in the Korean
peninsula, Asia, Africa and
even in Europe and Latin

America. It could not stop
Chinese aggression against
India in 1962 and the Cuban
missile crisis between the then
Soviet Union and the US.
Mostly because of the Cold
War politics and its attitude, it
failed to take bold united
action. Its response to natural
disasters and epidemics at
national or international level
also fell far short of expecta-
tions.

Apart from the Cold War
politics, other main causes
responsible for the failure of
the UN to meet expectations
have been lack of its full rep-
resentative character and its
failure to reform itself. Also,
the organisation has not
restructured itself to keep up
with the needs of the changing
world. Under these circum-
stances, its attitude towards
enormous problems and
threats and deviant forces fac-
ing mankind has been almost

inflexible. Despite repeated
calls by many countries, it has
more or less continued with its
inequitable representative
character. A glaring example of
this has been that India, with
over 1.38 billion population
which constitutes about 18
per cent of the world popula-
tion, has no permanent repre-
sentation on its most impor-
tant decision-making organ —
the UN Security Council. Last
year in June, out of the 192
votes cast in the UN General
Assembly, 184 countries voted

in favour of India for two-year
non-permanent membership
of the UNSC, which started
from January this year. The
world body has also to change
its responses so that the threats
facing mankind are attended to
promptly.

The idea regarding the
deep structural changes to
turn the UN into a democra-
tic World Government, will
take more time to come some-
what into shape. Moreover, in
a world full of diversities and
ideological differences, such an
institution will have to be free
from biases and prejudices
and will have to transcend the
diversities and differences to
acquire a truly representative
and independent character.
Recently, with advancements
in human civilisation and
thought, the necessity for such
a global institution has been
felt immensely at various
stages. After deeper restructur-

ing of the existing  world
body, contours for a democra-
tic World Government can be
established and  Parliament of
the world body could be elect-
ed directly by proportional
representation based on pop-
ulation of each member
nation.

The challenges facing
mankind as also the matters of
economic and financial gover-
nance can be dealt with in a far
better way by a Global
Parliament. Such an institution
will strengthen democracy,
justice and equity throughout
the world and help in curbing
fundamentalist and the radical
ideologies. Proper attention to
all threats facing mankind
could ensure safety and sur-
vival of intelligent life on earth.
But for realising it, the mem-
ber countries will have to shed
a few shades of their sovereign-
ty which could democratical-
ly authorise and enable such a

World Government to prevent
deadly nuclear and biological
wars at the local, regional or at
international levels. At present,
there are already scores of
organisations in Africa,
America, Europe and else-
where, and some of these are
popularly elected. Despite
Brexit, the European Union
continues to be a best exam-
ple of such institutions even
though at the regional level
only. Initially established as an
advisory body, it has evolved
through decades as an elected
representative institution.

Just some time before his
death, renowned physicist
Stephen Hawking pleaded for
establishment of some form of
World Government as he
apprehended that aggressive
instincts of humans could lead
to destruction of mankind
and hoped that such a
Government could prevent
the impending doom.
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Yangon: Myanmar’s wireless
broadband internet services
were shut down on Friday by
order of the military, local
providers said, as protesters
continued to defy the threat of
lethal violence to oppose the
junta’s takeover.

A directive from the
Ministry of Transport and
Communications on Thursday
instructed that "all wireless
broadband data services be
temporarily suspended until
further notice,” according to a
statement posted online by
local provider Ooredoo.

After weeks of overnight
cutoffs of internet access, the
military on Friday shut all
links apart from those using
fiberoptic cable, which was
working at drastically reduced
speeds. Access to mobile net-
works and all wireless - the less
costly options used by most
people in the developing coun-
try - was blocked.

The Norwegian telecoms
company Telenor, one of the
biggest carriers in Myanmar,
confirmed it could no longer
offer wireless services. It was

offering fiberoptic service of up
to 40 megabits per second in its
packages as of Friday, well
below high-speed access, which
is a minimum of 100 Mbps.

The government has shut
down all but a handful of fully
military-controlled media out-
lets. Some of those banned or
whose operations have been
suspended have continued to
publish via social media or
whatever methods they can
find.

Facebook announced it
was providing a safety feature
to enable users in Myanmar to
beef up security settings lock-
ing their profiles to prevent
access by non-friends. That
includes preventing non-
friends from enlarging, sharing
or downloading full-size pro-
file and cover photos and see-
ing any posts on a person’s
timeline.

Facebook and other major
social media platforms have
banned members of the
Myanmar military, also known
as the Tatmadaw, and are
blocking ads from most mili-
tary-linked commercial enti-

ties.
Also Friday, a South

Korean bank said it temporary
closed its branch in Yangon and
was considering bringing its
South Korean employees back
home after security forces fatal-
ly shot one of its Myanmar
employees.

Noh Ji-young, a spokesper-
son for Shinhan Bank, said the
woman was shot in the head
while commuting home from
work on Wednesday and was
pronounced dead on Friday.

The bank did not disclose
further personal details about
her. South Korea’s Foreign

Ministry said the woman was
shot while Myanmar security
forces inspected the company
car she was using. The min-
istry said it has issued a warn-
ing to South Korean nationals
in Myanmar to act with caution
when they are inspected by
security forces. AP
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Cox’s Bazar: A fire on Friday
destroyed more than 20 shops
in a makeshift market near a
Rohingya refugee camp in
southern Bangladesh, killing at
least three people, police and
witnesses said.

Local police chief Ahmed
Sanjur Morshed said they
recovered the bodies from the
debris after it took firefighters
several hours to bring the blaze
under control.

The fire broke out early
Friday when residents of the
sprawling Kutupalong camp
for Myanmar’s Rohingya
refugees were asleep.

Sayedul Mustafa, the owner
of a shop, confirmed the dead
were his staff.

Emdadul Haque, an official
with the Fire Service and Civil
Defence, said they had to strug-
gle for more than three hours

to take the fire under control.
He said several others were also
injured.

It was not clear how the fire
began. It came after another
devastating fire last month in
the camp left 15 people dead,
560 others hurt and about
45,000 homeless.

Aid agencies and the gov-
ernment said they started
rebuilding the shelters after
the massive fire last month.

Authorities have sent about
13,000 refugees to an island in
recent months, promising bet-
ter life. 

The island has been pre-
pared by the government to
accommodate 100,000
refugees. Officials said their
effort to send more refugees
would continue. 

Bangladesh has sheltered
more than a million Rohingya

Muslims, the vast majority
having fled Myanmar in 2017
in a major crackdown by that
country’s military.

The UN has said the crack-
down had a genocidal intent, a
charge Myanmar rejects.
Bangladesh has hosted the
refugees in crowded refugee
camps and is eager to begin
sending them back to the
Buddhist-majority Myanmar,
but several attempts failed
because the Rohingya refused
to go, fearing more violence in
a country that denies them
basic rights including citizen-
ship.

The repatriation effort was
made even more uncertain in
February, when Myanmar’s
military staged a coup and
replaced the elected, civilian
government that had been in
office since 2016. AP
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Brussels: The United States
and Iran said on Friday that
they would begin indirect talks
with other major world powers
to try to get both countries
back into an accord limiting
Iran’s nuclear programme,
nearly three years after former
President Donald Trump
pulled the US out of the deal.

State Department
spokesperson Ned Price called
the resumption of negotia-
tions, scheduled for Tuesday in
Austria, “a healthy step for-
ward.”

But Price added,
“These remain early days, and
we don’t anticipate an imme-
diate breakthrough as there
will be difficult discussions
ahead.”

Agreement on the
start of multiparty talks —
being held to get Iran and the
United States over their differ-
ences on conditions for return-
ing to the 2015 nuclear deal —
came after talks Thursday bro-

kered by other countries in the
accord.

Trump pulled the
United States out of the Iran
nuclear deal in 2018, and
President Joe Biden has said
rejoining the agreement is a
priority for his administration.
The Biden administration and
Iran have differed on any con-
ditions for that to happen,
including the timing of the lift-
ing of US sanctions against
Iran. 

Iranian Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif immediately stressed that
no meeting was planned
between officials from Iran
and the US.

In a tweet, Zarif said
the aim of the Vienna session
would be “rapidly finalize sanc-
tion-lifting &amp; nuclear
measures for choreographed
removal of all sanctions, fol-
lowed by Iran ceasing remedi-
al measures.” 

AP

Tunis (Tunisia): Tunisian
authorities said a female suicide
bomber killed herself and her
baby during counterterrorism
operations in a mountainous
zone in struggling interior
provinces.

Two other Islamic extrem-
ists were killed in the security
operations, according to an
Interior Ministry statement
Thursday night.

In one operation, Tunisian
forces were tracking an extrem-
ist group in the Mount Salloum
area of Kasserine province.
They killed one suspected jiha-
di, whose wife then killed her-
self by activating an explosive
belt, the statement said. The
explosion killed her baby in her
arms, while an older daughter
also at the scene survived,
according to the ministry.

Authorities said it was the
first time they had reported the
presence of a woman among
the jihadis taking refuge in the
area. AP
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Brussels: Iran and the major
powers in the agreement to
keep Tehran from developing
nuclear weapons said on Friday
they were ready to welcome the
return of the United States to
the deal.

The chair of the group
including the European Union,
China, France, Germany,
Russia, Britain and Iran said
that the participants “empha-
sized their commitment to
preserve the JCPOA and dis-
cussed modalities to ensure the
return to its full and effective
implementation," according to
a statement after their virtual
meeting, referring to the
acronym for the accord — the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action.

The group said they would
resume further talks next week
in Vienna on the 2015 agree-
ment, “in order to clearly iden-
tify sanctions lifting and
nuclear implementation mea-
sures.” 

The statement also said
that the group’s coordinator
“will also intensify separate
contacts in Vienna” with all
participants of the nuclear
agreement and the United
States.

In Tehran, state television
quoted Abbas Araghchi, Iran’s
nuclear negotiator in the Friday
virtual meeting, as saying in the
meeting that any “return by the
U.S. To the nuclear deal does
not require any negotiation
and the path is quite clear.” 

“The US can return
to the deal and stop breaching
the law in the same way it with-
drew from the deal and
imposed illegal sanctions on
Iran,” Araghchi was quoted as
as saying.

Washington pulled out of
the deal unilaterally in 2018
under President Donald
Trump, but successor Joe Biden
has indicated that the US would
be willing to rejoin.

But there are complica-
tions. Iran has been steadily
violating the restrictions of the
deal, like the amount of
enriched uranium it can stock-
pile and the purity to which it
can enrich it. Tehran’s moves
have been calculated to put
pressure on the other nations in

the deal — Russia, China,
France, Germany and Britain
— to do more to offset crip-
pling sanctions reimposed
under Trump. Iran has
said that before it resumes
compliance with the deal, the
U.S. Needs to return to its own
obligations under the deal by
dropping the sanctions. 
The International Atomic
Energy Agency has said that
over the past two years, Iran has
accumulated a lot of nuclear
material and new capacities,
and used the time for “honing
their skills in these areas.” 

The ultimate goal of
the deal is to prevent Iran
from developing a nuclear
bomb, something it insists it
doesn’t want to do.  AP
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Hualien County (Taiwan): A
train collided with an
unmanned vehicle that had
rolled down a hill Friday in
eastern Taiwan, leaving at least
48 people dead and dozens
injured in the island’s deadliest
rail disaster.

Passengers climbed out of
windows and walked along
the roof to reach safety.

The train derailed near the
Taroko Gorge scenic area on
the first day of a long holiday
weekend when many people
were using Taiwan’s extensive
rail system. The train had been
carrying more than 400 people.
Images from the scene showed
train cars wedged against the
walls of the tunnel; part of the
wall of one car had smashed
into a seat.

“Many people were
crushed under train seats in the
collision. And there were other
people on top of the seats. So
those at the bottom were
pressed and crushed and lost
consciousness," a passenger
with gauze taped to her elbow
told Taiwanese broadcaster
EBC, which did not show her

face or give her name.
"At the beginning, they

still responded when we called
them. But I guess they lost con-
sciousness afterward.”

The National Fire Service
confirmed the death toll, which
included the train’s young,
newly married driver, and said
all aboard had now been
accounted for. More than 100
people were injured, it said.

Railways news officer Weng
Hui-ping called the 
crash Taiwan’s deadliest rail dis-
aster.

Weng said a construction
truck operated by the railway
administration slid onto the
track from a work site on the
hillside above. No one was in
the truck at the time. He said
the speed of the train was not
known. AP

London: Pakistan and
Bangladesh are among four
additional countries added to
the "red list" of nations from
where travel to and from
England is banned to control
the spread of coronavirus.

The ban announced on
Friday will come into effect
from April 9 and also cover the
Philippines and Kenya in
response to concerns about
new variants of Covid-19 in
those regions, like those detect-
ed in South Africa and Brazil.

India currently is not on
the red list of countries, with an
air bubble arrangement in
operation for essential travel
while non-essential interna-
tional travel from the UK
remains banned under current
lockdown rules.

“Philippines, Pakistan,
Kenya and Bangladesh have
been added to England’s red list
to protect the country against

new variants of coronavirus
(Covid-19), at a critical time for
the vaccine programme,” the
Department for Transport
(DfT) said in a statement.

"With over 30 million vac-
cinations delivered in the UK
so far, the additional restric-
tions will help to reduce the risk
of new variants – such as those
first identified in South Africa
(SA) and Brazil – entering
England. So far, surveillance
has found that few cases of the
SA variant have been identified
as being imported from
Europe, with most coming
from other parts of the world,”
it said.

From 4 am local time next
week Friday, international vis-
itors who have departed from
or transited through these four
additional countries on a 40-
country red list in the previous
10 days will be refused entry
into England. PTI

Karachi: Overnight clashes
between devotees and law
enforcement personnel at a
shrine closed due to coron-
avirus restrictions left nearly 50
people, including policemen,
injured in Pakistan’s Sindh
province, prompting authori-
ties to deploy paramilitary
troops on Friday morning.

The incident at the Lal
Shahbaz Qalandar in Sehwan
on Thursday night took place
after the provincial govern-
ment announced the closure of
all shrines to curb the spread of
the coronavirus pandemic.

The clashes took place after
hundreds of devotees, who
had gathered in Sehwan for the
annual Urs, defied govern-
ment orders and tried to enter
the shrine. An official at the
shrine said that the devotees
had gathered at the shrine for
the 769th Urs (death anniver-
sary) of Lal Shahbaz Qalander,
a revered Sufi saint.  PTI

Athens: Greece is reporting a
series of incidents with Turkey’s
coast guard in the narrow
stretch of water between the
eastern Greek island of Lesbos
and the Turkish coast, at a time
of generally testy relations
between the two neighbours
and NATO allies.

The Greek coast guard said
three incidents occurred Friday
morning northeast of Lesbos,
an island on the main migrant
smuggling route from Turkey
to Greece. It said two involved
Turkish vessels escorting or
pushing dinghies carrying
migrants toward Greek terri-
torial waters.

There was no immediate
reaction from Turkish author-
ities. Turkey and Greece have
long traded accusations over
the migration issue.

The Turkish coast guard,
as well as numerous refugee
rights organisations and aid
groups, have accused the Greek
coast guard of conducting
pushbacks — the illegal sum-
mary deportation of migrants,
who have reached Greek terri-
tory, back to Turkey without
allowing them to apply for
asylum. AP

Detroit: Dangling tax credits
and rebates in his drive to fight
climate change, President Joe
Biden wants you to trade your

Washington: Vice President
Kamala Harris has applauded
Surgeon General Vivek Murthy
for his tireless efforts in the
fight against the coronavirus
pandemic that has battered
the country.

The 43-year-old Indian-
American physician was sworn
in as the 21st Surgeon General

of the US last month.
"Thank you, Mr Surgeon

General Murthy. And in front
of all of the friends who are
here, I just have to tell you he
has been tireless for months
and months, working on this
issue," Harris said during a vir-
tual meeting to discuss
COVID-19 public education

efforts.
"So, in front of everyone, I

want to thank you, Vivek, for all
you have been doing to lift us
up as a nation and to also lift up
the importance of following the
science and the fact that we are
in this together, and so lifting
up the power and significance
of the collective," Harris said.

"I’m so honoured to intro-
duce one of our nation’s most
important leaders. One who
has broken barriers and lifted
up communities, a leader who
is kind, and strong, and who
inspired millions of people,
including myself and a daugh-
ter, who called her Kamala aun-
tie," Murthy said. PTI
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gas-burning car, truck or SUV
for a zero-emissions electric
vehicle.

Some buyers would find
his offer persuasive. Yet Biden’s
goal is a daunting one: Even if
Congress approves his $2.3
trillion infra plan, along with its
incentives, it would take many
years to replace enough inter-
nal combustion vehicles with
EVs to make a huge dent in
tailpipe emissions. 

Right now, there are about
279 million vehicles on the
road in the United States. AP
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New Delhi: NTPC, India’s
largest power generating com-
pany recorded its highest ever
group generation of 314 BU in
FY 21, a growth of 8.2% com-
pared to previous year. On a
standalone basis, NTPC gen-
erated 270.9 BU in FY21, an
increase of 4.3% over the pre-
vious year.

NTPC group recorded
highest ever single day gener-
ation of 1192.42 MU (Group)
& 990.65 MU (NTPC). The
coal plants registered a PLF of
66% with an Availability factor
of 91.43%.

In another feat, Singrauli

Unit-1 in Uttar Pradesh, first
and the oldest Unit of NTPC
which was commissioned 39
years ago and Korba Unit-2 in
Chhattisgarh, commissioned
37 years ago have achieved
more than 100% PLF (Plant
Load Factor). 

Mukhmeet S. Bhatia, IAS
takes over the charge of

Director General Of
Employees’ Insurance
Corporation( ESIC) under
Ministry of Labour and
Employment, Govt of India at
its Headquarters on 01-04-
2021 in New Delhi.

Bhatia is an IAS officer of
1990 batch of Jharkhand cadre.
Earlier, he has worked as the
additional secretary in the
Dept. of economic affairs,
Ministry of Finance, Govt of
India. 

He has got vast experience
of governance and manage-
ment of District and state level
organisations. He has also
served as the Prinicipal
Secretary in Dept.  of Labour
and Employment and women
and child Develpement in the
Govt of Jharkhand.
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The country’s foreign
exchange reserves declined

by USD 2.986 billion to reach
USD 579.285 billion in the
week ended March 26, RBI data
showed on Friday. 

In the previous week
ended March 19, the forex
kitty had increased by USD 233
million to USD 582.271 billion.
It had touched a record high of
USD 590.185 billion in the
week ended January 29, 2021. 

In the reporting week
ended March 26, 2021, the fall
in reserves was on account of
a decrease in foreign currency
assets (FCA), a major compo-
nent of the overall reserves. 

FCA declined by USD
3.226 billion to USD 537.953
billion, as per weekly data by

the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI). 

Expressed in dollar terms,
the foreign currency assets
include the effect of apprecia-
tion or depreciation of non-US
units like the euro, pound and
yen held in the foreign
exchange reserves. 

The gold reserves
increased by USD 276 million
to USD 34.907 billion in the
reporting week, the RBI data
showed. 

The special drawing rights
(SDRs) with the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) dipped
by USD 9 million to USD 1.49
billion. The country’s
reserve position with the IMF
declined by USD 27 million to
USD 4.935 billion in the report-
ing week, according to the
data.
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Markets regulator Sebi has
ordered attachment of

bank as well as demat accounts
of Alchemist Holdings and
three individuals to recover
investors money to the tune of
Rs 444.67 crore.

The recovery proceedings
have been initiated against the
entities after they failed to
refund investors money as
directed by the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Sebi).

The regulator, in August
2015, had asked Alchemist
Holdings and its directors to
refund investors money. The

company had mobilised Rs
444.67 crore through the
issuance of redeemable pref-
erence shares to 4.26 lakh peo-
ple.

In an attachment notice on
Thursday, Sebi has asked banks
and depositories not to allow
any debit from the accounts of
Alchemist Holdings and three
individuals-- Brij Mohan
Mahajan, Vikramaditya Singh
and Chadra Shekhar Chauhan.
However, credits have been
permitted.

Further, the regulator has
directed the banks to attach all
accounts, including lockers,

held by them.
Sebi said there is strong

apprehension that the default-
ers may dispose of the securi-
ties in the Demat accounts or
mutual funds folio and “reali-
sation of the amount due under
the certificate would, in con-
sequence, be delayed or
obstructed.”

In a notice to all banks in
the country, the regulator
ordered to “attach with imme-
diate effect... All accounts by
whatever name, including lock-
ers of the defaulters, held either
singly or jointly with any other
person, in your bank”.
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India has contributed USD
300,000 to the United

Nations agency for gender
equality and women empow-
erment, a contribution lauded
by the UN entity.

India made the contribu-
tion to UN Women, the world
organisation’s entity for gender
equality and women’s empow-
erment.   “#India contributes
USD 300,000 to @UN_Women
for 2021,” India’s Permanent
Representative to the UN
Ambassador T S Tirumurti
tweeted on Thursday.He said
India reaffirms its support for
gender equality and women
empowerment, describing UN
Women as a “valued partner in
our progress from women’s
development to #women-led
de ve lopment .”Ass i s t ant -
Secretary-General and Deputy
Executive Director of UN
Women Anita Bhatia thanked
India for the contribution and
its support to UN Women and
said in a tweet that “Women-
led development envisions
women as agents of change dri-
ving measurable impact in the
lives of women & girls.”
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Pakistan’s struggling textile
industry has voiced its dis-

appointment after the Imran
Khan government rejected a
proposal to import cotton from
India, the world’s biggest pro-
ducer, saying it is the need of
the hour to avoid a massive
export decline, a media report
said on Friday.

The federal Cabinet head-
ed by Prime Minister Khan on
Thursday rejected the propos-
al of a high-powered commit-
tee to import cotton from
India, with Foreign Minister
Shah Mahmood Qureshi
asserting that there can be no
normalisation of ties until New
Delhi reverses its decision to
revoke the special status of
Jammu and Kashmir.

The Cabinet’s decision
has disappointed the textile
export industry, the Dawn
newspaper quoted Pakistan
Apparel Forum chairman
Jawed Bilwani as saying.

The textile export sector,
which was already under pres-
sure due to the COVID-19
pandemic, has been continu-

ously demanding duty-free
import of cotton yarn from all
over the world, including India,
to avert any big loss to textile
exports.Describing Commerce
Adviser Abdul Razak Dawood’s
recommendation to allow
import of cotton and cotton
yarn from India as realistic and
the need of the hour, Bilwani
said that the Cabinet must
accord serious consideration to
the proposal.

The step would send a
negative message to foreign
buyers as cotton yarn was not
available in the country, he said,
adding that prices of cotton
yarn have increased after the
Cabinet’s decision.

“The government must
ensure availability of cotton
yarn if it did not want to allow
its import from India,” Bilwani
said as he feared massive tex-
tile export decline if import of
cotton yarn from the neigh-
bouring country was not
allowed.

In the current year,
Pakistan faced a 40 per cent
plunge in cotton production
and if it was compared with 15
million bales in 2014-2015,
then the drop was 50 per cent
this year, he said.

Bilwani said sea freights
have already increased by 700
per cent due to the pandemic
and the goods now reach their

foreign destination in 105 days
instead of 25 days.

“If the government did not
want to permit import of cot-
ton yarn from India then it
must impose a ban on export
of cotton and cotton yarn for at
least next six months,” he
added.

Pakistan’s U-turn on
Thursday came a day after the
Economic Coordination
Committee (ECC), under
newly-appointed Finance
Minister Hammad Azhar, rec-
ommended importing cotton
and sugar from India, lifting a
nearly two-year long ban on its
import from the neighbouring
country amidst tensions over
the Kashmir issue.

It had raised hopes of a
partial revival of bilateral trade
relations, which were sus-
pended after the August 5,
2019 decision of New Delhi to
revoke the special status of
Jammu and Kashmir. India is
the world’s largest cotton pro-
ducer and second-largest
exporter. Gujarat, Karnataka,
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu are
main cotton growing states.
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Amid tensions with Saudi
Arabia over oil production

cuts, India has asked its state
refiners to review contracts
they enter into for buying
crude oil from the Middle East
nation and negotiate more
favourable terms, a top official
said.

Keen to break producers
cartel dictating pricing and
contractual terms, the govern-
ment has told Indian Oil
Corporation (IOC), Bharat
Petroleum Corporation Ltd
(BPCL) and Hindustan
Petroleum Corporation Ltd
(HPCL) to look for oil supplies
from outside the Middle East
region and use collective bar-
gaining power to get favourable
terms.

India imports 85 per cent
of its oil needs and is often vul-
nerable to global supply and
price shocks. When oil prices
started to rise in February, it
wanted Saudi Arabia to relax
output controls but the
Kindgom ignored its calls. This
has led to the Indian govern-
ment now pressing for diversi-

fication of the supply base.
“Traditionally, Saudi

Arabia and other OPEC pro-
ducers have been our mainstay
suppliers of crude oil. But their
terms have often been loaded
against the buyer,” the official
with direct knowledge of the
discussions said.

For one, Indian
firms buy two-third of their
purchases on term or fixed
annual contracts.

These term contracts pro-
vide assured supplies of the
contracted quantity but the
pricing and other terms favour
only the supplier, he said.
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Bharti Airtel has commis-
sioned a 14 MWp captive

solar power plant to meet the
energy requirements of its data
centres in Uttar Pradesh.

The facility in Tilhar
(Shahjahanpur) is the first of
the two solar plants being set
up by Airtel in partnership with
AMP Energy. The second plant
at Begampur, is expected to
become operational in the next
quarter, said a company state-
ment.

“This will provide a major
boost to Airtel’s initiatives to
reduce its carbon footprint.
Airtel had acquired a 26 per
cent equity stake in AMP Solar
Evolution as part of its com-
mitment to green energy-based
solutions,” it said.

‘Nxtra by Airtel’ currently
operates 10 large and 120 edge
data centres across India.
During FY 2022.

It aims to meet over 50 per
cent of its power input through
renewable energy sources and
contribute to Airtel’s commit-
ment to reducing its carbon
footprint.
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Property prices rose the most
in the southern markets of

the country during the
January-March quarter showed
a recent report.

The latest Magicbricks
PropIndex report noted that
from the price perspective, the
southern region witnessed the
most price increments in Q1
2021in both under-construc-
tion and ready-to-move-in seg-
ments.

Prices in Chennai rose by
1.5 per cent followed by
Hyderabad and Bangalore at
1.3 per cent and 1 per cent
respectively. In the west, the
biggest market, Mumbai saw
prices increment by 1 per cent
alongside a significant 2 per
cent increment in Thane.

In the north, the significant
markets of Gurugram and
Noida also improved by 0.7 per
cent and 1.2 per cent, respec-
tively.

The report noted that
demand in India’s residential

real estate surpassed the pre-
Covid levels during the period
under review with cities like
Ahmedabad and Greater Noida
recording 7 per cent and 13 per
cent growth and supply grow-
ing by 8 per cent at a pan-India
level.

Magicbricks PropIndex
also states that the residential
real estate market is seeming-
ly recovering well from the
impact of the pandemic and
with buyer-search volumes
moving consistently upwards
for both buy and lease ever
since the festive season.

A host of factors like
reduced home loan interest
rates, reduction in stamp duty,
and discounts and deals
offered by developers have
made home buying an attrac-
tive proposition in the coun-
try.

This has also led the devel-
opers to launch new projects
across the country and
Hyderabad led the way with a
significant 20 per cent rise in
supply, it said.
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Oil marketing companies
on Friday continued on

the pause mode and decided
against revising petrol and
diesel after cutting its retail
rates on Tuesday.

Accordingly, pump price of
petrol and diesel remained at
previous days level of Rs 90.56
and Rs 80.87 a litre respective-
ly in the capital.

Petrol and diesel fell by 22
paisa and 23 paisa per litre
respectively on Tuesday in
wake global softening of oil
prices. OMC have decide to
pause price revision as crude
has again gained and climbed
up to close to $65 a barrel from
a lower $ 60 a barrel earlier.

Across the country as well
the petrol and diesel prices
remain static on Friday but its
retail levels varied depending

on the level of local levies on
respective states.

In Mumbai, petrol contin-
ues to be priced at Rs 96.98 a
litre and diesel at Rs 87.96 a
litre. Premium petrol, howev-
er, continues to remain over Rs
100 a litre in the city as is the
case with several cities across
the country.The OMCs went
on price cut for the first time
this year on two consecutive
days - March 24 and 25 after
keeping oil prices steady for
past 24 days. It again reduced
the price on March 30.

Petrol and diesel prices
were last revised upwards on
February 27 and ever since
then retail prices remained
unchanged even though during
the period crude jumped to
over $70 a barrel only to start
falling the after to touch close
to $ 60 a barrel and is now
slightly up at $ 63.5 a barrel. 
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New Delhi:India on Friday
strongly pitched for easing
cuts in crude oil production
saying high oil prices are hurt-
ing the consumption-led
recovery of several countries
including it.  Spokesperson in
the Ministry of External
Affairs Arindam Bagchi also
said that crude supply should
be market determined rather
than artificially managed.

At the same time, he said
India has noted announce-
ments by OPEC and OPEC
Plus to effect a slight easing of
crude production cuts.

The OPEC (Organisation

of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries) is an influential
entity that plays a key role in
policy formulations relating to
crude production.The OPEC
Plus comprises the OPEC
countries, Russia and several
other crude producers.”India
has been appealing to crude
oil producing countries -
OPEC and OPEC Plus, since
the beginning of the year, to
ease crude oil production cuts
announced last year, as high
crude prices hurt the con-
sumption-led recovery of sev-
eral countries including India,”
Bagchi said. PTI
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The Coalition for a GM-Free
India, a network of organ-

isations and individuals, on
Friday urged regulator GEAC
to take immediate action
against suspected illegal sowing
of genetically modified (GM)
crops, including Bt Brinjal, in
Maharasthra.

Genetic Engineering
Appraisal Committee (GEAC),
under the environment min-
istry, is the nodal regulator for
GM crops.

In a letter written to GEAC,
the Coalition for a GM-Free
India said it has come to its
notice that some illegal plant-
ing of GM crops like GM brin-
jal is being undertaken, in a
brazenly challenging manner in
Maharashtra.

“We urge the apex regula-
tory body GEAC to immedi-

ately ensure that no such ille-
gal cultivation takes place that
too in open violation of the
legal regime on the matter,” it
said.

GEAC should direct for the
immediate destruction of the
said plots and also get event-
specific testing of the samples
collected in each of these cases
to ensure that the seed supply
system is traced fully and that
the event developers, as well as
seed suppliers, are held liable,
it added.

A copy of the letter has
been sent to the environment
and agriculture ministries as
well.

Bt cotton is the only GM
crop approved in 2002 by the
government for commercial
farming in the country and,
therefore, cultivation of other
unapproved GM crops are
banned in India.
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Actor Ayushmann
Khurrana has come back

to Mumbai from the North
East with loads of special
memories to cherish for a
lifetime. The youth icon wish-
es to return to the picturesque
North East soon and reveals
how the places and the people
have left an indelible impact
on him.  

Ayushmann says, “I have
always looked forward to dis-
covering the unexplored. So,
my trip to the North East truly
touched my heart. I experi-
enced so much beauty, so
much love from people, so
much character and diversity
of our country, that it will
always remain one of my most
special trips that helped me
discover more about my beau-
tiful country.”

He adds, “Words will
always fall short if I have to
describe the effect North East
has had on me. I’m glad we
could shoot in their because it
helped me learn something
new about how incredible
India is.”

Talking about the beauti-
ful memories of touring and
shooting for Anek in North
East, Ayushmann says, “I can’t
wait to go back to their
because I have returned to
Mumbai with memories that
are so personal and over-
whelming. I’m grateful that we
could shoot Anek so smooth-
ly there. I was shooting a film
for the first time in the North
East and I didn’t anticipate the
love I would get from the love-
ly people there.”

He adds, “What I cherish
the most is the warmth I got
from the kids in North East. It
was truly special to meet them
and soak in their love. Also, I
could get my family to spend
some time with me and we
toured Kaziranga and made
beautiful memories together.
It was special and we loved
every bit of this serene, reju-
venating vacation.”

Ayushmann got to discov-
er the extremely popular red
tea (called Lal Sa) in Assam
and has become a big fan of it.
He reveals, “I discovered the
beautiful Lal Sa (Lal Chai) and
thoroughly loved it. I was
drinking Lal Sa every single

day on the sets and have got it
home too. It’s like I have
brought home a little piece of
Assam with me. Whenever I
miss being in the North East,
and I feel this frequently, I
ensure I make myself a cup of
Lal Sa and think about my
beautiful time there.”

The actor hopes to visit
North East again, soon. “Just
the thought of the whole trip
makes me tremendously nos-
talgic and it is beckoning  me
to head there soon. Hopefully,
I will manage a quick trip as
soon as my schedule permits,”
he says.

The audience seems to
prefer realistic content
on OTT platforms late-

ly,  but actor Abhishek
Bachchan feels the impor-
tance that mainstream cinema
enjoys will never fade.

“The kind of storytelling,
songs, dance will not go. You
will get a different aspect of it
because of the various plat-
forms available. You will see a
variant of it but mainstream
cinema is not going anywhere.
Are protagonists going to be
superhuman? That is some-
thing that will change,” he
says.

The actor says there is a
certain trend that thrives in
the industry but it goes away
in a few years.

“In the 70s and the 80s,
rebellious love was a big
theme — non-acceptance
from the girl’s or boy’s side.
But that changed in the 90s,
where, in Dilwale Dulhania Le
Jayenge, Shah Rukh Khan said
I will not run away. I will win
the family over. So you cannot
generalise. Storytelling will
adapt as per the wishes of the
audience,” he says.

He adds that the protag-
onists of films today cannot be
compared to those of older
films.

“I think the audience’s
tastes change every seven to
10 years. That’s because a
new generation of cinema
viewers comes in and with
them they bring in their
choices, likes and dislikes.
You cannot compare the pro-
tagonist from 1940 to 2010. It’s
always changed. That’s how
organically cinema grows,” he
says.

Meanwhile, the actor, who
will soon be seen in the film
The Big Bull, says that the film
was expected to have a the-
atrical release but the pan-
demic forced them to go for
a digital premiere instead.

“The film was thought
of, envisaged and dreamt of as
a big screen spectacle. If you
see the trailer, the songs, as
well as everything else, is

larger than life. It has been
shot keeping the big screen in
mind. We intended this for
the cinemas,” he says.

He adds, “Being a film
actor, from a film family and
having grown up in movie
theatres, there is no happier
place for me than inside the
movie theatre with popcorn,
samosa and a cold drink. You
want to get back to the the-

atres but the silver lining is
that the audience will get to
see your work (if you release
digitally).”

In fact, while they had fin-
ished shooting The Big Bull,
many members from the team
were infected with COVID
during the post production.

“We had finished shooting
the film before lockdown. The
film was slated for an October

release. Then, lockdown hap-
pened and we decided to
release it digitally. There was
no clarity as to what would
happen to cinemas. (The film’s
producer) Ajay (Devgn) spoke
to me in April and said that we
should release the film digital-
ly. We didn’t know if theatres
open and if people would
come. So we thought, why not
release it digitally since we

know people will watch. We
had some tweaks left which we
had to shoot. We did this
when I recovered from
COVID. Then (director)
Kookie (Gulati) got COVID,
one of the co-producers got
infected. Thankfully, everyone
is safe now. Most of the shoot
was finished before pandem-
ic struck our country,” he says.

B"�=5

Actor Bhumi Pednekar has
always been an environmental-

ly conscious citizen who has taken
up climate conservation as a cause
to raise awareness among fellow
Indians. Bhumi has launched a
lauded online and offline initiative
called Climate Warrior through
which she is mobilising citizens of
India to contribute towards protect-
ing the environment. She has now
teamed up with a 19-year old cli-
mate crusader, Aman Sharma, to
raise awareness on protecting birds
and the biodiversity of India.

Bhumi says, “He is one of the
youngest climate warriors in India
and I have been following his work.
He has made immense difference
for the cause of climate change and
creating a positive conversation
around climate action and climate
justice. He has started this initiative
called ‘All In For Climate Action’
and CAN – ‘Cuckoo About Nature
Club’, a nature club based on out-
door and experiential peer-learning.
He is a young boy who believes in
co-existing with nature. He believes
that the basic thread between
humanity and nature is broken and
he is trying to repair it.”

Aman shot into limelight as
Hollywood superstar Leonardo
DiCaprio shared a photograph of

him raising his voice about cli-
mate conservation. He then co-
founded the ‘All In for Climate
Action’ initiative along with
change.org. All In... is a net-
work of over 110 activists from
across the globe who began cli-
mate emergency declaration
petitions in over 70 countries,
all asking for a worldwide
Climate Emergency
Declaration by global leaders
and the United Nations.

Aman also co-founded
international NGO Re-Earth
Initiative which has more than
300 volunteers in about 40
countries and has done collab-
orations with UNICEF,
Amnesty International, Shawn
Mendes and Jaden Smith.

Aman has seen and pho-
tographed over 800 species of
birds across the world.
Through bird walks, wildlife-
themed quizzes, community
art projects, expeditions and
nature workshops, he aims to
reignite the elemental connec-
tion between nature and chil-
dren in urban regions of India.
CAN is now the very first and
the largest youth-led nature
and birding club for kids in
India.

Actor-singer Alexx O’Nell, who
recently released the single

Twenty Days, has his hands full
with acting projects as well. He will
be seen in the films Chehre, Boot
Police and RRR.

He says he often signs projects
because he is impressed with the
team.

“Sometimes, I say yes to a pro-
ject solely because of the team that’s
involved. The perfect examples
from early in my career would be
Cheeni Kum, which brought me
face to face with Amitabh
Bachchan and it was directed by R
Balki. There are others like the less-
er known Jo Dooba So Paar in
which I worked alongside Vinay
Pathak. More recently, Chehre
allowed me to collaborate with
Rumi Jaffery and Emraan Hashmi,
Boot Police with Pavan Kripalani,
and RRR with SS Rajamouli and
Alia Bhatt,” he said.

He adds that this gives him a
chance to learn from others.

“I’m a strong believer that as
long as you remain open to learn-
ing from those around you, one of
the best ways to better yourself as
an actor is to surround yourself
with the best actors, directors and
DOP’s you can. Sometimes that
means taking the opportunities in
front of you and making the most
of them, instead of waiting for
meatier roles,” he says.

He was recently seen in the
horror comedy Roohie, where he
played an American journalist.
He was also part of the Sushmita
Sen-starrer web series Aarya.

Meanwhile, he says Twenty
Days is different from the rest of
the work that he has done.

“If (his earlier track) Still On
My Mind was the song of mine that
listeners told me they liked the
quickest, in time Twenty Days
invariably became the song they
loved the most. With a lengthier
and meandering melody, Twenty
Days takes its time to build from
a single piano key to a soaring
symphony. And then, in the
bridge, it breaks down to a simple
acoustic guitar and solo violin.
That delicate quiet in between two
roaring choruses, makes the vio-
lin’s 11 haunting notes just breath-
taking... It’s a journey that comes
in waves and just washes over you,”
he says.

He adds, “Just like Still On My
Mind and A Bhagavad Gita Song,
what I’m most looking forward to
with Twenty Days is hearing what
it comes to mean to those that lis-
ten to and watch it. To me, one of
the beautiful things about music is
that it takes on a unique meaning
for every single person that expe-
riences it, because no one comes to
it with quite the same perspective.”
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� You’ve done period dramas before.
Is there a different kind of pressure
when you’re playing an actual histor-
ical figure?

I have played Dante Rossetti
before. He was a painter — a real per-
son. I don’t think you feel any extra
pressure necessarily. There’s more
material obviously to go on with a
character like Leonardo da Vinci.
There are so many biographies and
documentaries on him. I also got an
opportunity to go to the Louvre
Museum right before we started shoot-
ing. I got to see his paintings up close.
You have all this wealth of information
but at the end of the day you need to
imagine what he was like as a person.
I suppose given all of research and dis-
cussions with historians and different
people, it comes down to the point
where you put on the costume and just
do the thing. So the pressure is the
same, it doesn’t feel any different. 

� What was Leonardo da Vinci like
in your interpretation?

To play a character like that, a his-
torical figure, an artist, it can be
intimidating and quite terrifying. But
I think Frank Spotnitz’s scripts focus
a lot on who’s the man behind the
genius and that’s what motivates him
as an artist and as a person. So read-
ing Frank’s scripts, talking to him and
different historians, we sort of came up
with this different citations and man-
uscripts that we looked at that spoke
so briefly about what he might have
been like as a person. But they all
focussed more on the kind of artist he
was. Also he wasn’t as extrovert as
someone like Michelangelo (Italian
sculptor). It seemed like he was a more
of a private person. I suppose he had
the same vulnerabilities as we all
have, a young artists who wasn’t tra-
ditionally schooled and had a very
fraught relationship with his parents.
He was raised by his grandparents. As
a student, he was surrounded by peo-
ple who would have been educated, so
you can imagine how his late teens or
early 20s would have been. 

� What were the things that stuck
with you during your research for the
show?

I didn’t know a lot. I mean I knew
some of his inventions and a few big-
ger and famous pieces of art but very
little about his life. There were so many
of things I found out through research
and talking to the producers and his-
torians we had on our set. I wasn’t
aware of his childhood. I didn’t know
that he wasn’t formally educated. I did-
n’t know he was gay. I didn’t know a
lot of aspects about his personal life.
The smaller, more trivial things, I
found out during the shoot. The
director told me he’s was a vegetarian,
which must have been quite unique at
that time. So there was lots of uncov-
ering, training and researching. But
again, those things are kind of avail-
able for people to look at, and as inter-
esting as they might be, I don’t know
how much that carries in. 

� What research went into it? How
long did it take to complete it? 

I finished my last job and I had
about six weeks before I started. I

immediately left for
Rome from Malta the
following week. And
then we started doing
costume fittings, mean-
while, I did my own
research. They had a
painting and sculpting
workshop that a lot of us
became a part of. So I
was just taking it all in,
reading as many biogra-
phies as I could. A lot of
hard work had been
done. Frank and differ-
ent producers would tell
me to read a particular
bit or skip one chapter or
simply the things that
are important. I got time
to spend my own time
with the paintings. The
experience was quite
special, not just from a
research point of view,
but it felt quite pro-
found to be alone with
his paintings. A lot of the time we see
his paintings on our laptops or in mag-
azines or on the TV, but to see them
for real, the sheer scale of them, it was
amazing. 

� How was it working with Matilda
De Angelis, and the fact that the his-

torians didn’t know
much about her
character Nova? 

Working with
Matilda was amaz-
ing. She already had
done some bigger
international projects
and she’s really blown
up now. We had so
much in common.
She can function
quite adaptively. The
way she observed
things was just very
different. It was in
great detail. She was
really distracted
about how things
work, what are the
mechanics behind
things whether its
nature or not. She
was Leonardo’s muse
and there was so lit-
tle information we

could find about her. I
think there was one document, where
there was a sketch of her face and her
name was written down as one of his
muses that he used quite regularly. So
we had to imagine major part of her
character. 

� What was it like to be one of the

first productions to restart during the
pandemic?

Working through the pandemic
was difficult. We were one of the first
to be back, which felt quite strange.
Nobody would believe we’re going
back. We shot for three months, took
three months off, we all went home
and then we were back again, which,
to be honest, felt pretty early at that
time. We were in some ways guinea
pigs. When we got back, it felt very
safe. We used to walk into the studios,
there was a huge sanitation machine,
from which you had to pass. It reads
your body temperature as well. There
used to be a couple of nurses there for
testing. We were getting tested every
single day. 

� Do you share any talents with
Leonardo? Was it difficult to pretend
that you were a painter?

Where I draw the line is making
comparisons between myself and
Leonardo da Vinci. I think that’s
incredibly tricky territory and a terri-
tory that I’m not willing to get into at
all. As I said, he was a person, that’s the
way it is for me. Researching and try-
ing to claim the character, it seemed
like really tough part. To think what
I have in common, how do I relate to
this person was very difficult because
you can find nothing. He was one of
the most incredible person that has
ever lived. But we’re people, we both
(me and Leonardo) are humans and
that was the way it is. Thankfully that
was the essence and the core of Frank’s
story. We focussed a lot on just what
it is to be a person, what it is to be
human, and then, to figure out every-
thing else that surrounds that. I do
paint myself, but again, it’s not even the
same. He’s left-handed, for instance,
and I’m a right-handed person. I
struggled to make comparisons. I just
can’t. 

� What other artist would you like
to play in a series or in a film
maybe?

I don’t know. I always feel like it’s
the writing and the idea that matters.
It’s kind of tricky when you think: I
want to do this, I want to play such a
character or that particular person. I
think, then, you might just focus on
that one thing that they do. And for
me, it’s certainly beyond that. It’s
more about who the person is, it’s delv-
ing deep into the emotional core of
who the person is. Focussing some-
times on the laminate or the outside
thing that they’re famous for doesn’t
always tell us a lot about what moti-
vates them. So, I don’t know if there’s
anyone in particular that I look at. So
it’s a natural process. You can’t think
about playing a part on-screen. I
never thought I would read about an
archaeologist or Leonardo for that
matter. You gradually develop interest
through reading about your character.
It’s an interesting thing about being an
actor, we have these opportunities to
find out more and more about what
people do and people did that we
might not have ever known before. We
actually get an opportunity to experi-
ence somebody else’s life. 

(The show is to stream on SonyLIV
from April 9.)

The Big Bull starring
Abhishek Bachchan

is all set to release  on
streaming platform
Disney+Hotstar on April
8. The buzz around the
Kookie Gulati directorial
is growing with each
passing day.

Veteran producer
Anand Pandit says, “The
Big Bull is a story of rags
to riches. It is the genre of
corporate intrigue where
scams, rivalries between
business tycoons, manip-
ulation in business are
rife. This genre is getting
a lot of appreciation now
and people are under-
standing its nuances.
Sure, there can be paral-
lels for those looking for
some. It is a story of a
brilliant, street-smart
Gujarati gentleman who
wants to buy and sell
dreams in a newly aspira-
tional India. He wants to
be the country’s first bil-
lionaire, grow from ‘rags
to riches.’ From the time
I saw Guru, I knew
Abhishek Bachchan was

going to be The Big Bull.
But no, there is no glori-
fication of a character
who misused his bril-
liance. The story clearly
demonstrates that he ven-
tured into a muddled

moral space where people
got hurt by his deception.
His inner compass was
askew. Abhishek has
nailed the trajectory of a
man who did not know
when to stop playing the

odds.”
He adds that the char-

acter right from the onset
was written with a certain
perspective that took into
account the hurt and pain
that he caused due to his
own avariciousness.

Says Pandit, “Our
protagonist Hemant Shah
begins with hope and
ambition but at some
point veers into a space
where right and wrong
become blurred. Writer
Arjun Dhawan, Kookie
and Abhishek have creat-
ed a world that is com-
pelling, immersive and
complex. But never does
the film lose sight of the
fact that this was a man
who lost his way. His
journey is both tragic and
cautionary. Abhishek has
created on screen, a char-
acter that has many
dimensions and is not
just another caricature.”

The film also stars
Nikita Dutta, Ileana
D’Cruz, Sohum Shah,
Ram Kapoor and Saurabh
Shukla.

Actress Kangana Ranaut on Friday
alleged that she has not received any

support or praise from female col-
leagues in the film industry, and revealed
the reason why she is on Twitter.

“There is not a single actress in this
industry who I have not supported or
praised here is the proof, but non
of them ever showed any sup-
port or praise for me, have
you ever thought why?
Why they gang up on
me? Why this conspir-
acy to look through
me and my work?
Think hard,” Kangana
Ranaut tweeted.

Her tweet came in
reaction to a fan page
which shared a video
where Kangana is appre-
ciating other Bollywood
actresses.

In a separate tweet, Kangana
alleged that other actresses never turn up
for her film previews even though she
attends theirs.

She wrote: “As you can see how com-

fortably I go for their film previews when
they invite by calling and messaging me
directly, they send flowers and pamper
me to sky and when I call them for my
previews, they don’t even take my calls.
Now I bajao them every day cause that’s
what they deserve.”

Reacting to Kangana’s tweet, a
fan wrote: “I see that you made

earnest efforts to maintain
harmony among your

peers, but it seems like
they never had the
grace to reciprocate
the same warmth...”

To this, the actress
replied: “Agree, I have
always indulged in my

craft to an extent that I
had no sense of time and

space. Whenever I
emerged from my little bub-

ble, I saw horrible PR around
me by these women trying to make me

look insecure and unsupportive, hence,
decided to be here on twitter for seedhi
baat no bakwas (straight talk and no rub-
bish).”
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FANS RETURN FOR LEAGUE CUP FINAL
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TENDULKAR HOSPITALISED
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BLIND OUT FOR SEASON WITH INJURY
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MBAPPE, PSG TRAIN AHEAD OF LILLE CLASH
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TASHKENT TO HOST 2023 BOXING WORLD'S
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RONALDO’S ARMBAND AUCTIONED FOR $75K
Budapest: %��
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Bianca Andreescu reached her first
final since winning the 2019 US Open

title while world No 1 Ashleigh Barty
bucked the upset trend at the Miami Open
on Thursday to set up a blockbuster clash.

In the men’s draw, second seed
Stefanos Tsitsipas was stunned by Hurbert
Hurkacz while Andrey Rublev rolled on to
the semi-finals, ending the giant-killing
run of Sebastian Korda.

Australia’s Barty fired 27 winners in a
6-3, 6-3 victory over fifth-seeded
Ukrainian Elina Svitolina to return to the
title match of a tournament she won when
it was last held in 2019. Canada’s
Andreescu won her fourth straight three-
setter to beat Greece’s Maria Sakkari 7-6
(9/7), 3-6, 7-6 (7/4).

But Greece’s Tsitsipas was left trying
to explain a “self-explosion” after he
squandered a commanding lead in a 2-6,
6-3, 6-4 quarter-final loss to 26th seed
Hurkacz of Poland — the latest in a string
of upsets that saw men’s top seed Daniil
Medvedev and No 3 Alexander Zverev bow

out along with women’s No 2 Naomi
Osaka.

Tsitsipas admitted it was a crushing
outcome in a tournament where the
absences of superstars Novak Djokovic,
Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer and his
own recent solid form seemed to offer him
a chance to shine.

“I felt like it was my opportunity,”
Tsitsipas said. “I feel like there was more
space for me to show something greater.
It’s a very disappointing loss.

“It was there, everything was under
control. And suddenly, I don’t know, self-
explosion.”

In the semis, Hurkacz will face Russian
fourth seed Andrey Rublev who won a
rain-interrupted quarter-final with a 7-5,
7-6 (9/7) victory over unseeded Sebastian
Korda.

The 23-year-old Rublev advanced to
his first Masters 1000 semi-final by beat-
ing Korda in straight sets in a night match,
putting an end to Korda’s inspired Miami
run by blasting five aces and winning 85
percent of his first serve points in the one
hour, 42 minute match.
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Jurgen Klopp has challenged
Liverpool to salvage their

troubled Premier League season
with a late bid to finish in the top
four. Klopp’s side are languish-
ing in seventh place and sit five
points adrift of fourth-placed
Chelsea in the race to qualify for
next season’s Champions
League.

The Reds’ win over Wolves
before the international break
was only their fourth Premier
League victory since Christmas
during a spell in which they lost
eight times.

With just nine games
remaining — starting with
Saturday’s trip to Arsenal —
Liverpool boss Klopp knows his
team have no margin for error.

“We don’t have a lot of
points to waste any more but we
have a tough programme on top
of that, not only in the Premier
League but the Champions
League as well,” Klopp said on

Friday.
“We will not hesitate, we will

just go for it and hopefully we
can do that on Saturday.

“It is always a challenge for
teams after the international

break, with players coming back
from their countries having
played different systems and
different match plans.

“We have one session to
bring it all together again and
that’s a challenge but we are used
to it. “We know whatever we
want for the rest of the season we
can only get it if we win football
games, and the first one is at
Arsenal.”

Klopp has Roberto Firmino
back from a knee problem but
the form of Diogo Jota, who
scored the winner at Wolves and
found the net three times in two
World Cup qualifiers for
Portugal, may keep him out of
the side.

“Diogo is in a good
moment, he was before he left
and showed that again in the
international break,” Klopp said.

“Yes, these are the rare ben-
efits of an international break
from a club point of view but it
is good.”
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England’s white ball captain
Eoin Morgan, who also

leads Kolkata Knight Riders in
the IPL, claims that a lot of
Indian players are interested in
being a part of his country’s
ambitious The Hundred league
as well as other franchise events
across the globe.

Morgan also urged the
game’s administrators to have a
roadmap for the next 10 years
to ensure that top players are
not forced to choose a lucrative
private league career over
International cricket.

“Just having conversations
out here about The Hundred, I
know that there are Indian
cricketers out here who would
love to play in The Hundred and
other competitions around the
world,” Morgan told Sky Sports
during an interaction but did
not take any names.

“They love travelling and
experiencing new conditions
and cultures, and they would
add huge value to a tournament
like that,” he added.

The Hundred is a fran-
chise-based 100-ball cricket
event that was supposed to

start last year in England.
However, the Covid-19 pan-
demic led to its postponement
to this year.

Morgan said the ICC is not
doing enough to accommodate
the countries which are losing
players to private leagues.

“My biggest worry is that
the game isn’t changing and
accommodating the pace at
which it is growing.

“It is definitely an area of
concern and one that needs
improvement going forward
because you play against coun-
tries and some aren’t able to

play their best XIs because
they are competing against big
leagues around the world,”
Morgan told former England
skipper Nasser Hussain during
the chat.

Morgan cautioned ICC that
in a another decade’s time, the
franchise leagues will take over
International cricket.

“Whoever is in charge
needs to think about what that
looks like in 10 years’ time
because if they don’t manage it,
franchise leagues around the
world will become more dom-
inant.”
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Nitin Menon, who showed
remarkable accuracy in

his debut series as an ICC Elite
Panel umpire, feels pressure
situations bring the best out of
him and like cricketers, he too
wants to make most of this
purple patch.

The 37-year-old from
Indore was inducted into the
ICC elite panel of umpires in
the middle of the Covid-19
pandemic in June last year but
had to wait till this February
for his first major assign-
ment.

With the pandemic forc-
ing the ICC to appoint local
umpires in a bilateral series,
Menon officiated in all four
Tests between India and
England besides three of the

five T20s and three ODIs. By
the end of it, he was showered
with accolades for his stellar
performance.

Speaking about that gru-
elling experience, Menon,
who is now quarantining in

Chennai ahead of the IPL
said: “The last two months
have been great. It gives one
great satisfaction when people
notice and appreciate your
good work. This series was
always going to be a very chal-
lenging one because of the
hype associated with it — a
place in the World Test
Championship final at stake,
both teams coming back from
impressive overseas wins,
challenging pitches to offici-
ate on.

“As for the white-ball
series, it was between the two
top-ranked teams in the
world. Taking all these factors
into consideration, I am
pleased that we did well as an
umpiring team,” said only
third Indian in the ICC elite
panel after S Venkataraghavan

and S Ravi.
As world’s two top teams

fought it out in the middle,
Menon was an epitome of
calmness. Out of the 40 refer-
rals taken against his decisions
during the series, only five
were upheld. More impor-
tantly, only two decisions were
overturned out of 35 referrals
taken against his lbw deci-
sions.

The DRS, especially the
umpire’s call, once again was
a big talking point through out
the series.

In a normal scenario,
Menon won’t get to officiate in
back to back games over two
months. So, how did he cope
up with high pressure scenar-
ios match after match?

“I believe umpiring is all
about mental toughness. More

the pressure better is the
focus. If we can give our best
performances when we are
under pressure, that is the true
reflection of how strong we
are mentally.

“It’s not new for me to
officiate in back-to-back
matches,  thanks to the
amount of domestic cricket
organised in India. Even in the
IPL, we do around 14-16
games without a break, so all
this experience has really
helped me in this series. Like
players, umpires also have
form. I always feel that when
in good form, I should do the
maximum number of games
without any break,” said
Menon, who played two List
A games for Madhya Pradesh
and comes from a family of
umpires.
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Mumbai: India batsman Shreyas
Iyer is set to undergo a surgery on
April 8 for his shoulder injury
which had ruled him out of the last
two ODIs against England and the
entire IPL.

The 26-year old Iyer had suf-
fered the injury during the first ODI
when he dived on a drive hit by

Jonny Bairstow off pacer Shardul
Thakur.

He looked in tremendous pain
as he left the field clutching his
shoulder.

“Shreyas will get operated on
April 8 for his shoulder injury,” a
source in the know of things said.

Iyer is likely to be out of action

for a minimum of four months. He
had signed up with Lancashire but
now is unlikely to play for the
English county side in their one-day
tournament starting on July 23.

“You know what they say, the
greater the setback, the stronger the
comeback. I shall be back soon,” Iyer
had tweeted last week. PTI
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Bangladesh One Day Internationals captain
Tamim Iqbal is planning to quit one for-

mat of the game to prolong his cricket career,
the star opening batsman revealed on Friday.

According to a report in Cricbuzz, the
opening batsman, who missed three-match
T20 Internationals series against New
Zealand this week due to personal reasons,
didn’t specify which format he’s planning to
quit but added that the upcoming T20
World Cup in India is very much on his
mind.

“Of course the T20 World Cup is very
much on my mind and this is just six months
away and I am not 36 or 37, so why not?,”
Tamim said on Friday. 

“T20 is not out of mind. Look how I want
to have my cricketing career and how I would
like it to shape is in my head. I know which
format I want to leave early and which for-
mat I want to leave later. I know everything
and I don’t think that I have to disclose every-
thing to everyone.

“When I feel that I have to let go of this
format to prolong the other two, I will not
push myself and carry on with that. The mes-
sage is very clear, I want to play for
Bangladesh as long as possible and I want to
give my best for the country. I want to leave
one format just to make sure I can give my
best to the other two formats. It is not that
I am tired of Test cricket that I am leaving
or I am tired of T20 that I am leaving, it is
just to make sure that I can give my best to
other two formats,” he said.

Even though Tamim made it clear that
he plans to go down the road of quitting one
of the three formats, he remained tight-lipped
about which format it would be that he gives
up early.

“If I want to play for five to six years then
it is very difficult for me to play three for-
mats. Normally if you see the international
cricketers around the world you will see they
don’t retire from all the formats at one go.

“They let go of one format and then they
play the other two formats and then they
retire. What I want to say is that the same
thing is for me if I feel now or say six months
or year or after two years... if I feel that I have
to let go of one format, I will let go of one
format.

“I don’t want to indicate anything as I said
it can be ODIs, Tests or T20s. I will play those
two formats where I can contribute to the
team and let go that format where I feel that
I have nothing much to give,” said Tamim.
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Pakistan skipper Babar Azam
struck his 13th One Day
International century as his side

narrowly beat South Africa by three
wickets off the final ball of the match
in the first ODI at Supersport Park on
Friday.

Asked to bat first by Pakistan, the
Proteas found themselves in trouble
early on, slumping to 55-4, following the
cheap dismissals of Quinton de Kock
(20), Aiden Markram (19), Temba
Bavuma (1) and Heinrich Klaasen (1).

Rassie van der Dussen and David
Miller steadied the ship and patiently
batted South Africa back into the con-
test with a 116-run partnership.

Miller fell for 50 but Van der
Dussen kicked on to reach his maiden
ODI century with Andile Phehlukwayo
adding a valuable 29 down the order
before he departed.

Van der Dussen struck a few more
big blows as the Proteas posted 273-6
in their 50 overs with the right-hander
finishing unbeaten on 123.

Kagiso Rabada made a brilliant start
with the ball for the Proteas by bowl-
ing Fakhar Zaman for only eight.

Azam, though, joined Imam-ul-
Haq in the middle and together the pair
batted Pakistan into a commanding
position with the captain playing some
truly spectacular shots.

Both players surpassed their half-
centuries and continued to frustrate the
South African bowlers as pressure
began to build on the hosts.

Azam went on to his 13th ODI ton
before Anrich Nortje finally broke the
177-run partnership with the break-
through of Azam, who departed for 103.

Nortje led the Proteas fightback
with the ball and pressured the Pakistan
batsmen with a number of short deliv-
eries, which yielded the further wick-
ets of Imam-ul-Haq (70), Danish Aziz
(3) and Asif Ali (2).

All of a sudden Pakistan were in a
spot of bother themselves at 203-5, but
wicketkeeper Mohammad Rizwan,
brought visitors back into the contest.

Rizwan and Shadab Khan absorbed
the pressure and applied themselves
with a couple of boundaries. The two
batsmen stood firm to bring up a 50-
run partnership of their own for the

sixth wicket.
Phehlukwayo provided a big glim-

mer of hope when Rizwan was caught
by Rabada for 40. Requiring only three
from the final over, the Proteas all-
rounder removed Khan, who batted well
for his 33.

Phehlukwayo kept South Africa in
the contest, and just one run was
required from the final ball of the
innings. But Faheem Ashraf put
through the covers to get his team over
the line.
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South Africa head coach Mark
Boucher sought to dwell on the

positives from his IPL-bound players
missing the Pakistan series, saying it
will help their T20 World Cup prepa-
ration in India and also allow him to
test his team’s bench strength.

Five top South African players
including Quinton de Kock, Kagiso
Rabada, Lungi Ngidi, David Miller
and Anrich Nortje will be available
only for the first two ODIs against
Pakistan before they fly to India to

begin their quarantine period ahead
of the IPL beginning April 9.

“There are pros and cons of
these players missing matches in this
series but we have known this for
sometime because the BCCI and CSA
have a long standing agreement to
release players for IPL and the sched-
uling didn’t quite work out because of
the Covid-19 situation,” Boucher told
a virtual press conference.

The former South African wick-
etkeeper batsman said one of the pros
was that the players will be playing the
IPL in India where the World T20 is

scheduled later this year.
“I think their appearances in the

IPL going into the World T20 will help
us,” said Boucher.

“Playing in a good strong com-
petition against top strong opposition
who they are likely to face in the
World T20 they are going to get first
hand information about the different
venues, opposition we expect to meet
up in the World event.

“Look at it positively they are not
going on holidays and it also gives us
an opportunity to have a lookout over
other guys in the fray,” he added.
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